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FORWARD

The Community Mental Health Workers Project of the Kentucky Mental

Health Manpower Commission is financially, supported by a five-year re-

search grant, Number 16420, with the National Institute of Mental Heath's

Applied Research Branch. Also, additional funding is being provided by

the Kentucky Department. of Mental Health.

This project is being condutted by the Manpower CommiSsion in

cooperation with the Kentucky Department of Mental Health, the Jefferson

Community College, the Somerset -Community College, the Comprehensive -Care

Center of the Lake Cumberland Regional MH-PLR Board, the Comprehensive Care

Center of the North Central Regional MH-MR Board, and the Waverly Mental

Health Center and West Central Louisville Mental Health Center of the

Kentucky- Region Eight NH-MR Board.

The project is designed to develop, train, utilize, compare and

eValuate the effectiVeness of three new and dis/tinct types of middle

level workers for community mental health programs. While it has been

demonstrated that there are various types of middle level workers who can

function in mental health programs, no one has comparatively ascertained

the value of each. 06e of the most significant contributions of this

project is that for -the first time an orderly comparative study will be

made of .the training and use of multiple tyres of middle level mental

health workers.

This report is one of a series designed to provide ongoing infor-

mation on the development of the Community Mental Health Workers Project.

The 'frequency of these reports will coincide with the various phases of

the project. Any questions or suggestions concerning the- project should

be addressed to:

Kentucky Mental Health Manpower Commission
P.O. Box-22234

7320 LaGrange Road
Louisville, -Kentucky ,40222



RESEARCH PLAN

A. Project Background:

The importance of developing community support for and partici- .
pation in mental health programs is being recognized increasingly by the

. various aspects of our society. Realizing:that the mentally disturbed
can be treated more effectively. and"can be returned to society much
sooner if taken care of in their community, Kentucky has accepted the
challenge of providing for the needs' of the mentally ill and mentally
retarded of its population by committing its resources to the community
mental health movement. Therefore, Kentucky is actively supporting the-
implementation of progressive anddynamic mental health programs through
a new framework of community services. This new congept*will replace
patchwork-efforts of public and private resources by providing anInter-
dependent functioning entity within and among communities.

Unfortunately, mental health programs have always been faced with__
the very basit problem of how to staff new.or expanding services and
facilities. Now, the community mental health programs will compound the
staffing shOrtages- 'There is also the realization that, regardless of
how responsive the public is to the mental health needs of a community
and no matter hOw well the services are financed nor hOw.modern the
facilities, -are, the program cannot exist without adequate and _capable
nersonneL

Per§onnel shortages in the mental health field.are well-known
' and' documented. Redognized authorities have often maintained that the

most frequent and frustrating problem. restricting the providing of
services is the manpower shortage. Work of the Joint-Commission on
Mental IllheSs and Health's Task F6rce on Manpower, the= National Insti-
tute of Mental Health's Manpower and Training Division, the Southern
Regional Education_Board'aMental Health Training and-Research Program,
the-various national prdfessional associations and the numerous state
and private agencies and individuals have called attention to the need
for all types- of perapnnel in-every aspect of-the mental health field.

Current manpower shortages and problems will become even more
serious when new,and expanding health, welfare, and education programs
become fully operational. Recently established medical assistance, com-
munity action, educational opportunity and regional development programs
will increase personnel requirements. In addition; the growing trend
among private insurance companies and union organizations to increase
their coverage for psychiatric illnesses will further tax the supply of
mental health personnel ;. Mental health programs will be thrust into
recruitment and training competition beyond that which has been experi-
enced or can be comprehended. Therefore, the mental health field will
have to make unprecedented efforts in these areas if it is to meet cur-
rent obligations and also provide comprehensive community mental health
services.
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-Extensibmof mental health services into:the community will
requite personnel with knowledge and, training different from that pos-
sessedby personnel in current programs. Changes: -in-the- operational

base of_programs and the new types Meservices will create a demand for
different kinds and numbers of personnel.- Many workers who function in
welfare, education and employment Services, general medicine, publid.
health, the courts and other related fields will play an increased role
in the community mental health program, In additioto providing treat-
ment, community mental health personnel will be consulting with community
agencies, working with_Vocational and rehabilitation services, performing
Tre-care and placement visits and supporting a-wide variety of related
and similar activities designed to increase and improve patient care.
Also,, there- -will continue to be an expanding need lor the currently func-
tioning-core,professionals.

NO matter how fast current training programs are expanded and,
revised, they are not going to meet manpower needs.- Training has not
-kept pace with rising demands and-is falling further behind each year.
If present methods of recruitment and training are continued, there
simplywill_not be sufficient professional personnel_ required for ,pro-
viding community mental health services. While efforts must be con-
tinued to improve and increase the-training Of TrofeSsional mental
-health personnel, attention must also focus on the specifid possibilities
of staffing mental health prograMs with new types of WorkerS.

The emphasis on community mental health programs will require new
categorie6 of personnel who are capable of working independently in the
community. New approaches to treatment and services make it pos-
sible to establish and use- levels of workers with less than the complete
professional.training of the physician, psychologist, social worker and
nurse. Proposed new levels of workers will not replace or take duties
and responsibilities away from the prbfOssibnals, but they will make it
possible for the professionals to Provide More and better services by
improving the use'of their time and abilities. In view-of the expansion
of community prograMs, the Manpower Commission is of the opinion that
shortages of personnel to adequately staff community and institutional
mental hearth programs will become even more-acute. The meeting of
these staffing needs appears to be highly unlikely when we realize that
doubling the numbers of educationalprograms, training facilities and
graduates in the core disciplines of psychiatry, psychology, psychiatric
social work and psychiatric nursing would not fulfilleurrent projected
manpower requirements.

While recognizing the importance of ekpanding training programs
for psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers and-nurses -and the
necessity of increasing the knowledge of community care givers in mental
health practices, theKentucky Mental Health Manpower Commission believes
that another method of improving the quantity and quality of mental
health personnel has not been fully explored and developed. This area
is the training and utilization of new levels of mental health workers.
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Therefore, the Kentucky Mental Health Mdhpower COMmission believes
that there 'are several methods of training and many, degrees of utilization
which should becarefully explored and comparative-1.Y evaluated to deter -
mine the advantages and disadvantages-of-each as a_means of alleviatidg
or minimizing the shortage of professional 'personnel in Community mental
health programs. The Commisgion is advanding_the hypothesis that there
are at least three identifiable levels of nonprofesgionals who, can be
trained to perform some of the traditionally assigned duties and-respon-
sibilities of the professional staff and_ other services which are not
currently being provided. Accordingly, the Commission is conducting a
five-year community based-mental health workerAtudy designed to evaluate
different levels of training and utilization for 'comminity mental health
workers. Three distinct methods fot training these, categories of perSon-
nel are propdsed. FUnCtions-and responsibilities to be assigned to the
thtee levels will be determined. Selection criteriA'will be identified
-and supervisory methods will be constructed-. In_condUcting the study,
the Commission will analyze, and evalUate work performance-and significant
factors which contribute to the success Or failure of the proposed levels
of workers.

B. Specific Aims Of _Project;

Specifically, the Commission prOPOses the training and use of
the three following types of community Mental health workers. The first
level can be classified as an aide and will be an indigenous member of
the community whose function will be to provide various services to :the
patient and hiS family. He or she will be a mature person who has com-
pleted high school and who has a known backgtound of participation in
community activities such as church, school, Civic organizations, eta.
And will have demonstrated an interest in working with people. The aide
will receive four months of intensive training, including classroom
courses and practical experience, in such areas as recognizing symptoms
of mental general,knowledge of psychotropic drugs and their
reactions, understanding and working with the mentally ill and-retarded
and their families and roles of community social welfare agencies. The
second level can be categorized as a represtAltative and will be an
individual with a- .minimum formal education of a bachelor's degree,
preferably with a major in one of the social sciences. The representa-
tive will serve as a community expeditor and promote mental health
programs among community agencies and organizations. This person will
also be indigenous to the locality, recognized as an active community
leader and have the ability to work diplomatically with the individuals
and agencies in the community. Special job training for the representa-
tive will include two months of orientation and study of general con-
cepts of mental illness, prevention and education, community organize-.
tion and programs specifically related to mental health services. A
third level of worker might'be classified as a.technician and will be a
community-associated individual. The technician will assist the center's
staff by performing various ancillary functions. Training will consist
of completion of an associate of arts program in a junior college, college
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or university with special curriculum attention devoted to mental health,
case work, psychological testing, group work, record keeping, etc. The

technician's preparation will include an internship during the summer
months between the two academic years and closely supervised guidance
during the first three months of employment.

The mental health worker project is a five-year community based
staff-demonstration study designed to establish and evaluate three new
types of workers who can function fh Community mental health programs.
The mental health worker project will achieve the following specific
aims:

a) Duties that can be performed and responsibilities that can be.
assumed by the three new _types of community mental health
workers (aides,"representatives and technicians) will be
ascertained by a cooperative effort of the,Manpower Commission,
Kentucky Department of Mental Health, Community mental health
programs and other related organizations and individuals.

b) Significant recruitment methods and selection procedures will
be identified, tested and evaluated throughout the project.

c) A two=year associate of arts degree' curriculum, a tour-month
training course amd a six-week orientation program will be
developed and administered jointly by the Manpower Commission,
state and local mental health agencies, universities and
colleges.

d) Work performance and operational effectiveness of the three
levels of workers will be evaluated and reported- to all inter-
ested and concerned individuals and organizations,

The project is based upon several basic assumptions. which' will be
tested by the study. First, it is assumed that there are duties and
responsibilities currently assigned to professionals in-community Mental
health programs which can be performed by personnel with less training
and/or experience. Second, these dutieb and responsibilities and pos-
sibly others 'which are not being accomplished at this time can Joe cate-
.gorized and assigned in a spectrum that will enable their performance by
personnel in three different job classifications. Third; there exists-a-
source of people within the areas in which tbe community mental health
programs are located that can be recruited.and trained to perform- -func-
tions and assume responsibilities of the three new levels of mental
health workers. Fourth, a c #tinuum of education and training can be
developed which will qualify personnel to fulfill duties of the three
types of positions. Fifth, an evaluation of work performance can be
made to determine the comparative value of each-level of worker in the
various community mental health settings.
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,C. Methods Of Procedure:

The starting date of the project-was June 1969, and the study is
scheduled for conclusion by December 1974. The following procedures are
chronological steps for accomplishment of the project's specific aims.
While they are presented'as separate phases, they are not to be construed
as independent activities;. each is related to,all others and all are
interdependent.

a) From now until September 1970, the Manpower Commission will
.continue planning with representatives-of mental health
agencies on the state and local level, educational institu-
tions, and professional associations. Central office_stafk
will be employed. An advisory committee and several task
forces will be appointed. ConSultative services will-he
acquired. The selection will be made of educational programs,
community mental health centers and in-,service training
facilities. Position descriptions and job claSsificatiens
-will be completed. -Curriculum content for the associate of
arts degree program Will he developed. Evaluation procedures
and measurement devices will be prepared and implemented.
-Recruitment procedures and-Seleotioncriteria for the mental
health workers will bd finalized and associate of arts degree
trainees mill he selected.

b) In September 1970, the technician trainees will begin the
two-'year associate of arts*degred program. While this train-
ing will be the responsibility of the education institution,
the. Commission's staff will be in constant contact with the
faculty and students for control and Oaluative purposes.
The summer internship program for the technicians will be
developed.

c) During June.1971 and August 1971, the technicians will serve
a three-month internship in mental health programs. Field
liaison staff will be employed, oriented and trained.

d) From September 1971 to February 1972, the training program
for aides and the orientation program for representatives
will be deireloped and finalized. Rearuitment of aides and
representatives will begin and. selection will be made.

e) In March 1972, aide trainees will begin their four-month
training program.

f) In May 1972, representative trainees will begin their six
week orientation program.

g) Frat July 1972 to June 1974, the three types of mental health
workers will perform duties and assume responsibilities in
the community mental- health centers: Workers will be under



the control, direction'and supervision of the professional
staff of the specific center. The Manpower Commission staff
will collect data, analyze results and evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the three levels of mental health workers.

h) From July 1974 to Dedember 1974, final evaluation and.report-
ing will be accomPlished by the Manpower Commission staff.

D. Significance of Research:

Of major importance is the fact that the mental health workers
will provide needed staff for programs which simply do not have available
manpower sources from which they can'recruit. Selecting and training
personnel indigenous to the localities of the mental health programs will
strike directly at the problems of distribution, mobility and turnover
which are seriously affecting the staffing of all mental health services.
Also, mental health workers selected from the cultural and social society
from which patients come should enhance the workers' ability to establish
a better relationship with patients than that which exists now between
patients and prafessional staff.

7

In determining job` duties and responsibilities that can be
assigned to new categories of workers, the project will analyze the
staff operational effectiveness of community mental health programs.
In addition ta the creation of new worker classifications; the study
will improve the effeCtiveness and value' of current professional staff.
Developing improved personnel selection. criteria, training programs
and. utilization procedures will contribute uniquely to improved mental
health personnel programs.

Perhaps the most significant Contribution-of the proposed proj-
ect is that for the first time,an orderly comparative study will be

made of the training and use of'- multiple levels -of mental health workers,
While it has been demonstrated that there are various types-of-mental
health-workers who can function in community mental health programs, no
one has comparatively ascertained the value of each in relationship to
the cost-of-Selection, training and-performance. This study will pro=
vide mental health program-directors with informatiOn that can be used
to evaluate apecific personnet requirements and make decisions based

upon available financial and manpower resources; the -net result will be
thit community mental. health programs will be -bette equipped to obtain
the best possible return from their personnel budget.

By improving the staffing of community programs, the mental
,health worker project will make the provision of mental health services
a more realistic goal. The study will enhance the coordination of com-
munity mental health programs with other related local agencies and. make
possible the effective and efficient delivery of total comprehensive ser-
vices to patients of clients. Although not directly dependent upon the
project, one effect of the improved staffing will be that many mental
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patients no longer will have to be shuffled off to dittant mental insti-
tutions; those who:are will be returned to and integrated in the com-
munity much sooner. Successful community mental health programs will
result in a greater emphasis on the prevention of mental illness and
mental retardati6h.

E. Facilities Available:

Facilities and equipment of the Kentucky Mental Health Manpower
Commission will be available for'purposes of planning and administering
the proposed project. Facilities of the Kentucky Department of Mental
Health, including four hospitals for the mentally ill and two schools
for the mentally retarded; will be available for training purposes.
Classrooms, laboratories, wards and other units in, the Department's
institutions which will'be needed for in-service education and orienta-
tion programs will be utilized brthe Manpower CommissiOn. Community
mental health centers chOten for participation in the project will pro-
vide facilities and equipment for use in training workers. The centers
Will also provide needed facilities, furniture and equipment required
for the workers during their work performance placement.

F. Collaboration:

The principal contributors to and resources behind development
of the mental health worker project have been and will be the Kentucky
Mental Health Manpower Commission and the Kentucky Department of Mental
Health. Other state and local mental health programs, related service
agencies, educational institutions and professional associations will
play a vital role in the study.

Leadership in_ administration of the mental health worker project
will be provided. by the Kentucky Mental Health Manpower CommisSion. As
such, the Commission- :gill utilize the knowledge and experience of its

members who are recognized-stateauthoitior leaders in the areas of
Mental healti-,i-education,and related fields. InTroViding overall d:ixec-
tion of the prOject, the Commission will monitor-the study as a_major
ASpeCt of its Mental'health manpower research-demonstration programs
Because its sole interest and concern _is mental health manpower; because
it has devoted considerable time and effort to investigating the broad-
area of new levels of_mental-health workers; because it has well estab-
lished-contacts-with state add-local mental health agencies, educational
institutions and-Trofessional associations, the Kentucky MentalHeaith
Manpower Commission-is uniquely equipped_ to direct the mental health
-worker project.

The Kentucky Department of Mental Health's programs, personnel,
and other resources will contribute to the proposed project. The Depart-
ment's Divisions of Planning, of Training, of Research and of Regional
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Services will assist by providing direct services, consultation and finan-
cialsupport. The staff in these areas will contribute time and advice
(as they have in planning of the study). Eight regional community mental
health boards and their centers will be diredtly involved in the project.
Fciur of the centers.mill be study units and four will serve as control:
areas. Staff of the ,boards and centers will assist in continued planning
of the project; these facilities and staffs will be used throughout the
study. Training, orientation, work assignmentssuperviSion and 'evalua-
tion will take place in the regional centers.

G. Evaluation:

As the overall purpose of any evaluation is to determine what is
taking place and how effectively the effort is in attaining its goals,
the assessment of procedures, various aspects of the project and result-
ing experiences determine whether similar activities should be imple-
mented, Modified or'ekPanded. Accordingly, if this staffing demonstra-
tion project is to,provide results- which will assist community mental
health programs in the making of decisions on the employment of new
types of personnel and if suchvorkers are to be effectively utilized,
an evaluation-program that measures data resulting from project activi-
ties and provides the basis for a systematic reporting on the nature and
outcome of the'study is a crucial eleMent. Therefore, the Community
Mental Health Workers Demonstration Project will include a complete pro,
gram of data collection, analysis and evaluation designed to measure the
study's success in accomplishing its basic objective of ascertaining-the
role and value of the three new levels of community mental health workers.

In this project, there are two specific areas of major evalua-
tion. Of significant importance -will be the determining of what effect
the new workers have on the operation. of community mental health centers

and the quantity and quality of services that are rendered by the agen-
cies. The most important and relevant considerations will- be the workers'

performance, changes that take place in them personally, reaction of the
other center staff, reception of the community and acceptance by the
patients.- Accordingly, the project's evaluation will utilize two basic
approaches for assessing the workers' training, effectiveness and contri-
bution. One method will contrast the operation of centers in which the
new types of Workers are assigned to other centers which do not have the
three levels of personnel. A second method mill consist of an objective
evaluation and comparison of the training, utilization, performance,

acceptance and similar factors relating to the three types of workers.

Results from the evaluation program's two basic approaches will
be compiled by the project staff in making4,final determination on the
study's success in accomplishing the specified goals. The effectiveness
and value of the three types of community mental health workers will be
considered and compared in relationship.to the cost of selection, train-
ing and required supervision. Such a comparison will equip the project
staff to make recommendations to mental health program directors on how



they can best utilize available financial and manpower resources so that
they can obtain the greatest possible return from their personnel budget.

Throughout the entire deVelopment, planning and administration
of the evaluation program, the project staff will utilize the knowledge
and experience of authorities from the fields of mental health, educa-
tion, training and other related areas-who will serve as a task-force to
advise and assist on this,aspece of the study. -Also, the staff will

acquire donsultatiVe help frbm-reptesentatives of psychology,- behavioral
science, social service, nursing and similar fields.

H. Reporting:

During the entire mental health worker project's evaluation pro-
gram, information will be collected, data,will be anarYzed and results
Will be evaluated. Findings and implications will be reported in part
during the study and totally upun its completion. Information will be

collected and reported on such areas of the project as selection, train-
-

ing, job performance and operational effectiveness and efficiency-of the
various levels of mental health workers. Recommendations for,Modifica-
tion of the education, training and orientation programs will be an
integral part of -the prnject's reporting.
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UtiliZing results of the study, the project staff will make sug-
gestions and tecottendations to-the Kentuoky:Departtent-of Mental Health,
its -hospitals and regional community mental health centers and'clinics
regarding effective and efficient recruitment, training-and utilization
of new levels of mental_ health workers. Specifically, these recommenda-
tions-yin pertain to recruitment methods, training procedures and costs,
job performance and-effidiency, and zvailability, mobility and retention
ofpersonnel.

Appropriate reporting and recommendations will be made to educa-
tional institutions. Results will be-made available to others who have
an interest in the area through presentations at professional meetings
and publications in professional journals.



INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION

Upon notification from the National Institute of Mental Health
that the Community Mental Health ilorkers Project had been anuroved and
funded, the-Commission staff began focusing its efforts on the critical

needs in planning and implementingthe study. Those tasks requiring

immediate attention were the selecting of experimental centers, the
selecting of colleges. to provide the educational program for the tech.:-
nician trainees, the appointing of an advisory Jmmittee and task forces,

and the acquiring Of consultative services.

Experimental Centers

All community mental health nrograns in Kentucky were informed of

the funding of the project. Each was sent a copy of the synopsis and
asked to review it and let us know if they Tsould like to explore the

possibility of their center particiOating in the-study. As a result,

sessions Were held with professional staffs and lay board members of eleven

community centers. After detailed consideration, the four experimental

centers were selected and agreed to participate in the project. Four con-

trol centers, matched-as closely as possible to the experimental centers,
will be selected prior to the entry of the trainees into the work phase

of the project in May 1972.

The four experimental centers are: the Comprehensive Care Center

of the Lake Cumberland Regional MH-MR Board, Somerset, Kentucky, the

Comprehensive Care Centei of the North Central Regional MH-MR Board,

Eliiabethtown, Kentucky, and the Waverly Mental Health Center and the

West Central Louisville Mental Health Center of the Kentucky Region Eight

MH-MM: Board, Louisville, Kentucky. In terms of population served, the

programa selected to participate are representative of several different

kinds of centers. One-serves- basically a rural population, one with its

main office in an urban area serves both urban and rural, one serves a

suburban area and the other, the intercity of a metropolitan area.

Participating Colleges

Several-sessions were held with the Dean of the Community College.

System at the-University of Kentucky and the- "Directors of five community

colleges. As a result of these meetings and-in consideration of the .

experimental centers selected, two community 'colleges are participating in

10
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1/ training the Community Mental Health Technician. They are the Somerset

Community College in Somerset, Kentucky and the Jefferson Community Col-

lege in Louisville, Kentudky. The possibility of using the Elizabethtown

Community College as a third participating college was seriously consid-

ered. However, due'to theclose proximity of Elizabethtown to Louisville
and in evaluating the feasibility of developing a program for three as
opposed to two colleges, it was decided to train the technicians for the
Elizabethtown Center at Jefferson along uith -those for Waverly and West

Central.

Advisory Committee and Task Forces

As the project's success will depend upon the support and contri-
bution of various local and state programs and institutions, the Manpower
Commission has appointed representatives from several agencies and organ-

izations to serve on an Advisory Committee and as members.of task forces
that will assist in planning, implementing, and administering the Commu-

nity Mental Health Workers Demonstration Project. The three established

task forces are concerning themselves with problems pertaining to the

areas of classification, recruitment, and selection; education and train-

ing; and placement, supervision, and evaluation. The three groups are

composed of twenty-seven individuals representing community mental health

programs, community colleges, the University of Kentucky's School of

Allied Health, and the State Departments of.Mental Health, Health, and

Personnel. Serving on these task forces are individuals from the .fields

of psychiatry, psychology, social work, and nursing. Also, such program

components of the community mental health centers as day care, children's

services, alcoholism, and others are represented. The task force member-

ships are representative in that they- are composed of persons involved in

the daily operation of programs as well as those who are resnonsible for

policy making and overall direction. A list of the task forces and their

membership is attached to this report.

Consultants

The Commission's project staff has acquired consultative services

from various personnel to assist in the study. Members of the task forces

and the staff convened for a two-day workshop in December 1969 designed to

supply information on similar programs and to provide recommendations and

suggestions for implementation of the study. Dr. Myrna Kassel, Director

of the Illinois Human Services Manpower Career Center, provided background

information on recent developmental activities designed to establish a

career ladder program in the Illinois Department of Mental Health. Dr.

Robert Reiff, Associate Professor and Director of the Albert Einstein

College of Iledicine's Division of Psychology, discussed important consid-

erations related to the training and utilization of indigenous non-profes-

sionals. Dr. John True, Director of the Purdue University Associate Degree
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Program in Mental Health, reviewed the establishment and operation of his

program and commented on curriculum content of the course which is now in,

its fifth year.

After the workshop's session which was designed primarily to pro=

vide information and background materials, the consultants addressed them-

selves to specific areas of concern corresponding to the three established

task forces. They noted _problems which they believed the Commission staff

will encounter and offered recommendations on specific aspects of the

study. Drs. Kassel, Reiff, and True then met individually with the three

task fofces to consider problems needing immediate attention. After a

brief summary session by Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, Principal Investigator for

the project, the task forces' members had. an opportunity to question the

consultants on a number of particularly vital areas of concern.

In- April 1970, the project staff met with representatives of the

experitental centers to discuss the developing of role deScriptions for

the mental health workers. At that. time, Dr. Robert Teare was brought in

to provide consultation in. this area. Dr. Teare of the Management Depart-

ment of the tnikrersity of 6eorgia, is an industrial psychologist with

considerable experience and research in the area of job analysis, espe-

cially in the mental health field.

The project also has been discussed with and advice received from

staff members of the Southern Regional Education Bord; Dr. Lester Lebo

and Elizabeth Nadore, former staff Members of the Dona Ana Mental Health

Worker Project in New Mexico; north Carolina Department of Mental Health's

Career Ladder Program staff members; and other individuals throughout the

nation participating in programs relating to the Community Mental Health

Workersl)emonstration Project.,
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FORWARD

The Community Mental Health Workers Project of the Kentucky Mental

Health Manpower Commission is financially supported by a five-year re-

search grant, Number 16420, with the National Institute of Mental Health's

Applied Research Branch. Also, additional funding. is being provided-by

the Kentucky Department of Mental Health.

This project is being conducted by the Manpower Commission in

cooperation with the Kentucky Department of Mental Health, the Jefferson

Community College, the-Somerset Community College, the Comprehensive Care

Center of -the Lake CuMberland: Regional MH-MR Board, the Comprehensive Care

Center of the North Central Regional MH-Mit Board, and the-Waverly Mental

Health. Center and-Rest Central-Louisville Mental Health Center of the

-Kentucky Region tight 141-MR Board.

The-project is designed to develop, train, utilize,. compare and

evaluate-the-effectiveness- of three new and-distinct types of middle

level workers for community mental health _programs. While -it -has been

demonstrated that -there are various- types of middle .level workers who- can

function in mental health, programs, no one his-Comparatively ascertained

the value of each-. One of the most-Significant contributions of this

project is that-for-the first time an orderly-comparative study will be

made of the training_and use of-multiple types of middle level mental

'health workers.

This-report is one of a series designed to provide ongoing infor-

mation on the development of the Community Mental Health Workers ProjeCt.

The frequency of these reports will coincide with the various phases of

the project. Any questions or suggestions concerning the project should

be addressed to:

Kentucky Mental Health Manpoaer Commission
P.O. Box 24234

7320 LaGrange Road
Louisville, Kentucky 40222



INTRObUCTION

The value of middle level mental-health workers has been attested

to in several researCh_and demonstration projects. For example, new types

of workers have made it-possible for existing professional staff to pro-

vide more and better services by improving the use of their time and

abilities. Also new types of workers have enabled mental health programs

to nrovide_new services and'to.bridge gaps-in the delivery of care for the

mentally disturbed. Imaddition, and possibly the most significant accom-
lishment, is -that the new workers possesa abilities and qualities which-
enable them to perform certain tasks as well as, and in a number of cases

letter than, professionally trained personnel.

The Kentucky-Mental health- Manpower Commission believes that

there are several methods of utilizing middle level workers which should

be carefully analyzed and comparatively evaluated to-determine the value

and effectiveness of each as a means for improving the delivery of ser
vices by community mental hdalth.programs and at the same time alleviat-

ing or minimizing the -shortage of professional personnel. The-Commission

is-advancing the-hypothesis-that there are at least three-identifiable
typea-of new workers who can. perform -some of the traditionally assigned

duties and responsibilities of professional. staffs as well as other

tasks-which are net being accomplished.-due to shortage of-personnel-. In

order to test this hypothesis, the'CoMmiasion, with coopeiation from

community mental:health-programa, comMunity colleges, and other state

Wand local agencies-, is-conducting the Community Mental Health Morkers

Project.

Two of several assumptions -upon which the project is based have

particular signifitance in thedevelopment of role descriptions for the

three new types -of- workers. -First, it is= assumed -that there are duties

end-responsibilities currently assigned to-professionals in community.

mental health prograns which can be performed by personnel with less

training and/or experience-. Sedond, these duties and responsibilities

and others which are not being accomplished- at this time can be cate-

gorized and assigned -to a apectrdm-that will enable their performance

-by personnel in three distinct job classifications.

Before recruitment-methods, selection-criteria, training pro-

grams,-orTeValuatien procedures can be developed, attention must be

focused on.designing specific role descriptions. The role development

phase began with initiarconeeption of the_project and-will continue

throughout the study. Descriptions will be improved and modified as
newand-up=-to-date knowledge and experience is gained throughout the

project.

This sacond interim report provides information on planning-for

the role development, methods used to-determine the three role descrip-

tions, plans for fUture action in the area, and the three specific

classifications as currently envisioned.
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PRELItaNARY PLANNING

Before attempting to develop new types of middle level workers
for community mental health programs, the Manpower Commission acquired
the advice and assistance of several recognized, mental health manpower---
experts such as Dr. George Albee, former Mental Health Manpower radit
Force Director for the Joint Commission on Mental Illness and Health;
Dr. Henry P. David; former Associate- Director of the World Federation
for- Mental Health; and others- involved in or concerned xithmanpower
problems of the mental health field. These consultants reinforced the
Commission's belief in the need for a concentr-ted review and examina-
tion of various uses for middle level mental health workers.

Review of Literature

Researching the literature, consulting with representatives- of
various mental health programs and manpower projects, and corresponding
with several interested indiViduals and agencies revealed that consider=
able activity is occurring'in the broad area -of -training and -using anew
types Of middle levdl mentaIlhealth workers. AmeXt step in the. planning
consisted of a detailed, investigation of theSe projects and studies.
Specific -attention-was devoted to approaches utilized" to decermineAuties,
methods used to cluster tasks- into specific jOb classifications, and work
being perforMed by the new- types- of personnel.

In the Commission's study_ of related= work in the area, three
significant _points -became increasingly evident. First,. whi3e many
contribUtions are being made, each, effOrt offer: a single approach and
thus a partial solution to till:: mental health personnel shortage problem.
In practically every project, a single type of Worker classification is
being developed; either as a generalist who is eicpected to perform a wide
array of related as well as unrelated -tasks. (mental health worker or men-
tal:health assistant) or as a- specialist who, is expected to, Meet a spe-
cific need of a particular program (mental_ health counselor or therapist,
case aide, or psychological technician). Seccnd, in reviewing 'tasks which
are or will be performed by the workers, it is -apparent that what is de-_
veloping throughout "the field- is not a mental health Worker but' many, dif-
ferent types Of mental health workers Several of, these various7ffFes of
roles could be combined into fewer classifications thereby increasing the
flexibility and utilization,of personnel occupying Stich positions. Such

.combiriations would tend to decrease fragmentation among specialties which
is- a- serious ,problem- restricting 'the effectivenesS of the Mental health
delivery syStem; !lovelier, some, classifications cannot 'be combined because
they reqUire incumbents with sTiecilfic.:ejtills, abilities, interest, and
training which ,differ froin poSition tlpoSition. A third point is that if
we are going to make the most efficient use of middle level workers in
mental health programs, we must:pbjectively evaluate and -Compare -the effec-=
tiveness, contribution, and value of different categories of workers.
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Types of _Workers

After closely examining the current status of middle level mental

health personnel research and demonstration, the Commission proposed the

recruiting of three- different types of individuals.. Each type will per-

form a specific and distinct role in a community mental health program.

For each type, mature individuals who are experienced in living an adult

life and who areandigenoub to the community they will serve will be

recruited. The workers will have an expressed interest in the field of

mental health but will not have pursued professional training because of

time, finances, interest, opportunity, or other specific reasons.

TYPE I:- This worker will have a specific interest in helping

others obtain mental health or related services. Ile or she

will possess a minimum formal educational level of high School

completion. This.worker Will receive an intensive period of
inService training, including classroom work, in such areas as

understanding and working with the mentally ill and their fami-

lies, recognizing symptons of mental illness, general knowledge

of psychotropic drugs and their reactions, roles of other social

welfare agencies in the community, etc.

TYPE II: This worker will have An interest in providingmental

health services. This type of worker will complete -an associate

degree-program with specific curtitulum=attention focusing on
mental-health, casework, psychological testing, therapeutic

techniques, etc. Formal training will inclUde an internship

between the academic years.

TYPE 'This -corker will have specific interest in developing

and maintaining a systeM of .care for the mentally ill. A mini-

mum fotmal education at the - bachelors degree level,_prefetably

with a major in one 'of the social sciences,-will be xequired.

Special job training-will include detailed-study-of community

organizations and services specificall related to the area

served by the mental health-center, general concepts of mental-

illnesa and-prevention, etc.

Survey of Professional Opinions _and Present Worker Utilization

Duringinitial stages of project planning, the Commission realized

the importance of surveying opinions of various professional groups re-

garding the role of the proposed.new types of workers. Accordingly, the

.Comnission surveyed, by a mail questionnaire, members of the Kentucky

Psychiatric Association, the Kentucky Psychological Association, and.the
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Bluegrass and Western Kentucky Chapters of the National Association of

Social Workers. In addition, public health nurses and professional staff

members of the Department of Mental Health and the mental health centers

which existed at that time were included in the survey to obtain their

views and opinions.,

The questionnaire listed duties that normally must or should be

---- accomplished by community mental health programs along with suggested
descriptions for the three proposed types of workers. The professionals

were asked to indicate for each type of worker those duties that he or

she believes a person with such background and training should be- capable

' of performing. Those duties which were selected by at least 50% of the

professionals in three of the four surveyed disciplines were tentatively
included in the role descriptions for the three narticular types of

middle level mental health workers.

A second survey was conducted of Kentucky's community Mental

health programs to determine the qualifications, training, and use being

made of middle level workers by these programs. Position description
questionnaires were distributed to all community centers with a request

that all staff members classified in, the general category of.middle level

mantel health workers complete and return a questionnaire. A total of 44

responses were returned from,such workers in 11 of the 20 centers in

operation at that time.

The educational level of those responding to the survey ranged

from high school graduates to those who had completed post graduate

college courses; 70% of the workers had some college work. Two years or

more Of college had been completed by 52% of the respondents and 20% had

bachelor's degrees. Twenty percent of those replying had previous experi-

ence related to their middle level mental health work. The_typical worker

functions as a generalist with a wide range of tasks including such things

as representing the mental health center in work with local officials,
Promoting mental health in the community, working in day care programs,

making home visits, writing social histories, performing clerical tasks,

keeping the office clean, etc. Workers possessing higher levels of

academic Preparation devote most of their time to the more complicated

tasks. The diversity of duties performed by the individual workers is

due in part to logistical congiderations. The middle level mental health

worker is usually located in a small satellite office where he or she is

the only full-time staff member serving a specific area or county of tbe

region-

Position Characteristics

Based on information and opinions obtained. through the concentrated

planning, the Commission suggested the following position titles and dis-

tinguishing characteristics for eachof the proposecithree-new types of

workers:
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TYP-H I: Community Mental Health Aide

This worker will function as a client agent, an advocate, an
ombudsman. lie or,she will operate in the community reaching
the-formerly unreached and providing early detection ri-arid

prevention services. Home visits will be made to clients and
their families. The aide will use his/her knowledge of client's
culture to establish .rapport: Information on available services
will be provided and referrals and follow-ups will be initiated,
to make sure clients are receiving help needed. The Community
Mental Health, Aide will act to remove obstacles prohibiting the
client from obtaining needed services.

TYPE II: Community Mental Health Technician
This worker will functiOn as a therapeutic agent, a catalyst in
providing profgSsional help. The Technician will assist in the
diagnosis procedures and participate in the planned treatment
program. He or she will interview the client and/or family,
take social histories, provide information, administer and score
psychometric tests, etc. This worker can assist in group and
indiVidual therapy as a supporting therapist. .Counseling and
guidance- to'client arid family will be provided.

TYPE III: Community Mental Health TepresentatiVe
This worker ill-function as a system agent, promoting rental
health-services. The Representative will plan iu and impreved_

prodeduree in the systeM and serve as a link, a liaison, a co-
ordinator between- the cenier.and_other agencies or services- in the-
he community. ileorshe will search for ways of coordinating
and completenting services. The Representative-will attemptto,
resolve duplication of efforts and prepare procedures for
improved working relationships. -This worker-will maintain close
contact with community agencies to observe and correct trouble
spots- or failures to fully utilize available resources.

-Utilizing the advice and recommendations of consultants -(rein-
forced:by-the experiences and results' of others conducting_ similar
efforts in the. field) and building upon- the survey information as well as

that gained Irom working with professionals directly involved in the
-delivery of mental health services, the Combission- set forth broad- out-
lines of the proposed three new types of workers for use in the Community

Mental Healthilorkers-Proiect. These outlines-served-as-starting-points
from which- role-destriptiOns are. being developed.
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DEVELOPING ROLEDESCRIPTIONS

Upon approval of the project, the Commission staff's initial task
was to select four community mental health programs to-serve as experi-
mental units in- the study, From the staff members of these four programs

and the faculties of community colleges who are participating in the
triiining of the technicians, as well as representatives of the State
Departments of Mental Health, Health, and Personnel and the University
of Kentucky's School of Allied Health, the Commission appointed three
task forces to assist and ativlse in the implementation and administra-
tion of the project. One of these task forces focused on the areas of

classification, recruitment, anctselection.

An organizational mesting provided the task force membership
with general information ons the project, its-purpose, preliminary.plan-
ning, and the proposed method of operation. The initial session was
followed- by, a two -day workshop, for which consultative services were

acquired to supply information on similar-programs andto provide sat-
gestions for implementation of the study. Dr. flyrna Kassel, Director of

the Illinois Human Services Manpower Career Center, proVided background
information on structuring role classifications based on recent develop-
mental activities designed to establish- a carder ladder program in the
Illinois Department of Mental Health. Dr. Robert Reiff, Associate

Professor and Director of the Albert Einstein College of l!edicine's
Division of Psychology, discussed important considerations related to
the utilization of indigenous non-professionals. Dr. John True; Director

of the Purdue University Associate Degree Program in Mental Health,
reviewed the establishment and operation of his program and commented in
detail on the types of positions being occupied by graduates of his pro-
gram which is now in its fifth year.

Task Determination and Classification

To insure that-the neW classifications being developed for this
study represent more than a simple rearrangement of tasks currently
being-being considerable attention -was focused-on_basic needs-and
problems of clients, their fathilies, and the community. -A second proce-

dure was the determination -of what;taaks and activities should be per-
formed to meet the needs, regardleSs of who carries- them out or whether

they are being performed noW. -These tasks and- activities were catego-

rized by the purpose or objective for which-they are perforMed: 1) to

develop and maintain a comprehensive and cooperative mental health ser-
vices system; 2) to provide quality mental health services in-the quan-
tity necessary to meet the needs of the community; and 3) to reach those
in need-of treatmeht,Or care and to assist"the in obtaining the services
they need.
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Development of Expanded Role Descriptions

USing the shave, suggestions and comments of the tall: force on
classification and those of the staffs of experimental centers, expanded

role desoriptions-yere develoned for each of the general classifidations,
and three types_of workers proposed in the study. These descriptions
were submitted to -all staff members of experitental centers, as well as-

the task forde members for comments and suggestions-.

The project staff met with a subcommittee of three representa-
tives from each-experimental center and a staff member of the Kentucky

Department of Personnel to evaluate the descriptions and to determine
future efforts. At this meeting, Dr. Robert Teare, an industrial psy-
chologist with considerable experience and research in the area of job
analysis (especially in mental health, health and rehabilitative fields) ,
provided critical consultation and offered recommendations and sugges-
tions on various methodewhich might be utilized to insure effective
definitions of role functions. Dr. Teare is a strong advocate of the
develonmental approach (which ue are using- in this project) in designing
new categories of manpower and opposed to the more commonly used= job
factoring approach.

In job factoring, existing jobs are broken down into component
tasks and activities, and parts are assigned to various levels of work-
ers. Job factoring quickly develops new position classifications which

generally are acceptable to existing staff; however, there are several
.weaknesses in this method. Often these jobs are frustrating to the
incumbent of the new classification because they allow him l le or no

opportunity to use his own initiative, creativity, or judgment. Assigned

tasks are likely- to be the more menial and least challenging aspects of
theTiOrk. An inherent weakness in- this approach is that resulting new
positions are likely to contain restrictions ubich seriously limit con-
tributions of the new worker. Also, the factoring approach fails to
consider tasks and activities not being nerformed by current staff.

The developmental approach, more difficat and more controversial
than job factoring, starts (as .we did) with needs and problems of clients,
determines what tasks should be Carried out to meet the needs, and -clus-
ters these tasks into idK4/!ifiable role classifications. This- approach

is inclined to develop jobs that are more responsive to client needs,
more challenging to the job holder, and more likely to allow profes-
sionals to utilitE the neW worker's knowledge and competence as effec-
tively as possible without being restricted by traditional role models;

Dr. Teare assisted the staff and its advisers by providing the
rationale and mechanics of the developmental approach. The consultant

suggested various procedures for use in the continuing development of
role descriptions in the project.

Suggestions of the task force members, staff personnel of the
experimental centers, and the consultants are being utilized by the staff
in its-continuous-effort to develop-meaningful role descriptions.



CONCLUSION

Attached to this report as exhibits are the three role descrip-
tions as currently envisioned. The descriptions are nreliminary drafts
and should not be considered as the final product.

Plans for future actiou'in the development of role classifica-
tions include a process of continuous refinement throughout the project.
Uith the rapid growth of community mental health programs and the crea-
tion of neu and innovative services, there is a constant need to broaden

and improve the scope of these descriptions.

In examining the descriptions as they presently exist, it should

be kept in mind that they do not represent three levels of workers within
a single classification but three separate classifications. Each of the

descriptions is of a different and distinct role and each will require

individuals with different and distinct interests, abilities, and quali-

fications. After- the feasibility' and= value of the workers have been
compared and evaluated, there may be a heed to develop different levels

within each classification.

It also should be emphasized that these- roles are not being
designed as traditional "aide" or "assisxantfxho work under continuous
direct and close supervision. The proposed roles are bona fide staff
mothers with specific contributions to make to the direct and indirect

care of the mentally disturbed.

Next_Report

.. The next report in this series designed to provide ongoing infor-

mation on the development and administration of the Community Mental
Health Uorkers Project will cover methods and procedures used in the
recruitment and selection of the technician trainees. All twelve of the

selected trainees have successfully completed their first semester and
are now enrolled in the- second phase of the training program's first year.

7



EXHIBIT I

Preliminary Draft of Expanded Role Description

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH AIDE

Distinguishing Characteristics:

Functions as a client agent, an advocate, an ombudsman. Works
out in the community, reaching the formerly unreached. Provides early
detection and prevention services. Makes home visits to client, poten-
tial client and family.- Uses knowledge of client's culture and language
to establish rapport. Provides information of services available. Ini-
tiates referrals. Follows up. Acts to remove obstacles between the
client and the services he needs. Continuously makes self available to
client by calling, making hospital and home visits. Checks on broken
appointments. Observes, records and reports.

Examples of Tasks Performed:

Functions out in the community as an outreach worker and service
expediter. Works with neighborhood self improvement programs. Makes
home visits to potential clients and their families. Uses his knowledge
of client's culture and language to-establish rapport. Provides feeling
of concern, trust, confidence. Interviews, asks about problems, serves
as an empathic listener. Attends to clues, observes and assesses atti-
tudes and feelings of 'Client and family. Helps them understand problem.
Evaluates person's problem enough to make referral and/or simple adjust-
inent. Motivates and directs person to get help. Provides information
on.where to go for help and haw to obtain it. Helps with contributing
problems (nnemployment, housing, financial). Explains purpose, policies,
and procedures of mental health center. =Works with client from first
contact to readjustment.

Makes decision and acts to smooth cliene'e-gath to the services
needed. Moves to block crisis by assuring immediate evaluation and action.
Makes appointment for client witirmentat health center. Asiists in making
arrangements for transportation through volunteers, or.personally brings
client to center. Makes arrangements for someone to attend children or
elderly relatives while client is visiting center. Provides oral and
written reports on observations made and information gathered during
interview. Provides continuity for client. Helps client make contact
with other agencies as needed. Alerts agency as to the nature of the
referral. Coordinates services of agency for client. Limits the number
of agencies a client must deal with. Makes sure agency has reports of
work and evaluations compiled by other agencies, making sure-the client
is not subjected to unnecessary duplication. Sticks up for client
against inflexible policies and practices which prevent the client from
receiving the services needed. Makes sure the client understands the

8
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agencies' policies and practices which affect him. Follow-up all refer-

rals to make sure there are no breakdowns either on the part of the

client or agency.

Continuously supports client during treatment. Makes self avail-

able by calling,-making hospital visits and home visits. Checks on

broken appointments. Makes sure client understands treatment program
and is following instructions of center staff. Wes sure family under-
stands treatment program. Strengthens feelings of trust and confidence

on the part of the client in the professional staff.- Observes client's

behavior, mood and conversations, assesses family-behavior and feelings
toward the client and his problem. Records and reports same. For

school age children, visits school, available talks to teachers.

Makes sure they understand the problem and coach on how to react. For

working clienis, visits employer, if available, solicits hiS help and

understaueing. Helps client develop personal, hone, and budget manage-

ment know,how of making arrangements for services in-home-making,
budgetary skills, etc. Helps those clients in need of work find employ-

ment. Find where jobs are-available-and qualification,requirements.
Helps client with arrangements for interview. Locates training program§

for client. Coaches on work habits and attitudes. Persuades employers

if needed. Coaches client on self-identity and self-acceptance. Helps

client to learn not to distort what is happening-to him. Interprets

things he does not understand. Helps the client to get along with, others.

Minimum Qualifications:

An indigenous member of the community.

Background of participation in community activities.

High school education.

Project Training Program:

A four-month training program covering such subjects as recogniz-
ing symptoms of mental illness, understanding and working with the
mentally ill and their families; roles of community welfare' angencies.



EXHIBIT II

Preliminary Draft of Eipanded Role Description

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH_TECHNICIAN

Distinguishing Characteristics:

Functions as a therapeutic agent, a catalyst in the providing of

professional help-to those in need of such. Under general supervision
of professional staff, assists in the diagnosi6 procedures and partici-

pates in the planned treatment program. Interviews client and/or family,

,takes social history, provides information, adminiSters and scores

psydhoMetric test. Assists -in group and individual therapy as-_a

Supporting therapist. ProVides counseling and guidance to client and

family. Observes, -records, and reports client behavidr, moodS,conversa-

tions, etc. Participates in center in-set-Vide training, training of

volunteers and in-training ifilOr for Other agencies.

Examples of Tasks Performed:

interviews client and/or family in a genuine warm, humanistic

manner. Uses'his knowledge of client's culture and language to establish

rapport. Gathers and reaords personal and family data. Relieves anxiety

by explaining program, answeringquestions, explaining needs of staff

etc. Acts in a manner to insure early and appropriate evaluation, makeS
appointment with therapist, does psyc ometric testing and scoring,
obtains information tram other agen les having served client, etc.

Observes, records, and repbrts.

Assists professional in developing treatment plan. Assists client

in understanding plan and follows up to see if the plan is being followed.
Makes self available to client. Helps client relate to al -1 specialists

and services. Serves as a human link to all services, coordinates ser-

vices for client. Participates in planned treatment program by assisting
in group and individual therapy as a supportive therapist, an agent of

' communication. Provides counseling and guidance to client and members

of family. Continuously reinforces feelings of trust and confidence,

of self respect and dignity. Gives understanding and empathy, observes

the client's and family's feelings and reactions. Counsels client pn

"real" problems in facing demands of society. Participates in,planned

behavior modification prograMs.

"Leads or assists in rehabilitation or activity therapies.
Helps. client in re-socialization and/or re-education for/living by making
available through the media of occupational, recreational, industrial,
musical- and educational therapies, opportunities for clients to learn to
live better with himself and others and to aspire to his maximum social

10
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and vocational potential. Does role - playing, psychodrama, etc. Helps

strengthen clienes self-image and interpersonal relationships -- through a

continuum of re-motivation, re-direction, and re-education. Motivates and

stimulates the client to communicate his wishes, "hopes, fears, -frustra-
tions-, likes, dislikes, etc. by using various Media -- art, music, games,
dances, writing -- and by being a good listener and effective liaison

with_professional staff. Provides client with personal attention so as
to improve -hispersonal appearance, hygiene, manners, and habits; thus

'making them more socially acceptable. Encourages client to do things with

and for others. Provides client an opportunity-to strengthen all "their

positive behavior So-as to submerge-and/or eliminate the negative re-

sponses. Serves as a "manager" -,-one who sees to it that a client's
plan for rehabilitation is a continuous and ongoing process and that the

client does not get "lost in the shuffle". _Helps client to lecome self-

...spfq.cient-by-lieveloping skills, -Serves in_a supportive role in helping
client-Olan his leisure tiMe'and encourages him to-become part of
community kunctiona.

Works in disturbed children's program. Gives families_coOnSeling
regarding management, discipline, etc. Helps parent§ with_behavior train-
ing. Works with parents toAlelp them understand problem, and how-to
manage. GiVes advice and guidande, reassures and explains illness to
siblings. Participates in-or conducts play therapy (observes reactions_,
plays with child, reports);- encourages expressionof emotions and:directs
new way. Teaches skill's, valueS, attituddi', tehavior-todification. Pro-
vides experiences in everyday living -(getting along with siblings -, parents,

teachers, etc.). Makes self available, someone the child- belongs to.
DetonStrates interest in child's everyday life..

Works with the mentally retarded. Provides special help with
cognitive and social education and training. Studies educational ability
and'achievements,, also social; Physical, leadership, and other- abilities.

Translates behavior modification program into action. Encourages language

developments, extends speech, and hearing training to home. May teach
educables in day program. Trains in Self-care skills (personal hygiene,
dental care, general health). Teaches social skills. Conducts activities

programs provides experiences of joy. Serves as human contact (parent

substitute, loves, plays, supports, understands). Conducts family dis-
cussion groups. Counsels family on what hoMe can do, resources, alterna-
tives, etc. Works with sisters and brothers. Coaches parents on problems.

Participates as a trainer as well as a trainee in the center's
in-service training program. Helps train volunteers. 'Participates in
training programs of other agencies, such as.police, schools, etc.

A
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Minimum Qualifications:

An indigenous member of the community.

Background of participation in communitr.activites.

High school education.

Project Training Program:

Associate degree program covering such areas as: mental illness,
mental retardation, alcoholism, drug abuse,psychological testing, case
work, group work, activity therapies, interviewing, counseling, behavior
modification, etc.

4



EXHIBIT 1II

Preliminary Draft of Expanded Role Description

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH REPRESENTATIVE

Distinguishing Characteristics:

Functions as a mental health service system agent. Promotes mental
health services. Plans nets and improved procedures in the Aystem. Becomes
completely familiar with the present system and all agents and Agencies who
are involved. directly or indirectly with the mentally disturbed, mentally
retarded, the alcoholic and/or the drug abuser. Learns the services they
offer, their policies, practices, and procedures.. Informs and educates
these agents, agencies, and the public at-large on mental health and- ser-
vices available. Mobilizes all needed resources and assists in organizing
new and improved ways of meeting the mental health needs of the community.
Serves as a link, a liaison, a coordinator between the center and the other
agencies in the community. Makes self available by reaching. out, going to
these agencies. Searches for ways of cooperating and complementing services.
Works on resolving any duplication of efforts. Prepares procedures for
working relationships. Initiates contractual agreements. Follows up these
agreements and continuously works towards. improving them. Maintains close
contact to observe and correct any trouble spots, misunderstandings or
failures to fully utilize these agreements. Keeps center staff fully
informed through staff conferences and'in-service training.

Examples of Tasks Performed:

Makes contacts with all local agencies which provide information
And referral services to the mentally disturbed, mentally retarded, alco-
holic and/or drug abuser. Establishes sound lines of communications.
Assures that they are continuously informed as to the center's services.
Establishes or improves referral procedure.

Makes contacts and establishes working relationships with all
community agencies which provide psychiatric, psychological, social wel-
fare, and/or rehabilitation services.

Makes contacts with personnel of all educational facilities.
Explains mental health program, observes, and consults on ways.center
can be of service. Establishes referral procedures, contracts for psycho-
logical testing, counseling, etc. Helps schools add mental health train-
ing to health, sociology and psychology courses. Presents or arranges for
center staff to present talks on such subjects as mental health, mental
health careers, V.D., drug abuse, etc. Arranges for center staff to
_participate in workshops for teachers, to help them detect and work with
troubled students. Provides schools with printed material on promotion
of positive mental nealth.

13



Makes- contacts with "local- industries. - Assists them_ in identify-
-ing psychological problems- among their -etployeeS- -(absenteeism, alcoholism;

the accident protie:the mentally disturbed, etc.). -- Explains- services of
the :Center. Explores_ -possibl contractual arrangements- to -provide ser-
Vices,: -to -employees. ASsista in, establishing training _Program for- super-
visors,, to cover subjects such as ,human, relations, how -t6 detect employ-
ees with problems, _hOW to handle suck,_ -hoW -to obtain help, etc.., Encour-
-ages- thein to employ .the--tens:ally reStored=-and_ the -mentally retarded.

Makes contacts With local unions. Studies- their welfare program
for their- members. Detects if Inenta-L-health _serVices are adequately

Informs them of, available _mental:health services. Encourages
them -to broaden- program if needed. Establishes ,doritraCtual agreements
if -Itesenta talks at- union meetings on mental health or
makes-arrangeinent-for -other staff 'members, to do-the -sate._

MakeS- contacts with insurance dompanie:----Makes Sure they are
aware of the -mental _health services available. Encourages them to
-broaden 'their coverage. Es tab lithe* a -s trong- working-relationship
-between -them- and the center's olfide

Makes_ contacts with -the- locaLassociatioh'S_ for mental. health- and
fOr -retarde d- children. Serves as aS a member of -same. AsSures cooperative

working relationships With- the associations -._ CotbineS fOrdes, assures no
dUplicationt-of -effOrta, aSE.,-tireS-_coMmencommon' ASSiSts them-in-their
-efforts arid: Obtain their 'in -the= Center -effortS-.

Makes contacts .with newscasters; reporters,_ and = journalists.
Educates --them on-- mental health .arid- the- therital 'health- movement. -Enlists

Ahe ir helPvin- educating the cothunity, towards abetter understanding and
to_ l eta ride-of_tent al illnesS. Eri C ou ragea them ,to ififOra. the -public on

_emergency contact points-r-pubiiciie the-name; location, and' purpOSe of
'mend-ids. -Eatabliihea -a direct working__ with indiViduals of

';P' the news- media. Serves a_s an acCeSaibie_-cOntact for -them; developing-
mutual confidence:

Nakea contacts with- local -civic clubs, -Women's Clubs,
-etc. PrOvideS talks, files, etc. regarding,-therital illness; retardation;
available servides, =how- to Obtain help,_ etc-. Provides suggedtiona for club,
projects in mental. health. Assists- them in 'planning and organizing their pro-.
jects. Helps them make- necessary contacts-- Enlists volunteerei develops
deVelopS, training programs for same.

_Makes contacts with Una; elective officials. Keeps them current
on the mental health program, -its objectives, goalS, problems, etc.
-MakeS self available. Serves -on committees related to mental health,
recreation, juvenile-delinquency, etc: ServeS aa a- contact person.
(In Louisville _may represent mental health program at Mayor's beef
session.)
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Makes contacts--.With law enforcement officials. bcplains services
of Mental health Programs. Explores ways of cooperating ciith them.
Establishes working relationshiPs. AstistS thern..in improving their train-
ing programs by adding mental health. Develop procedureS for prOviding
talks, lectures,,_ etc. .on Mental ,health services, helping agencies, pro-
cedures for handling the,eiriotionaIly disturbed, retarded, alcoholic, etc.

i4akeS contacts with the lat., - makers and cOurts to improve the
handling of the emotionally cliiturbed.

Minimum QuaZifications:

Indigendus .ineniber _the community._

Background of _participation in- community

Bachelor's -Degree-or equivalent _preferably- With- major in -one- of
;the social

Ability- to:work- diPlornaticalty community leaderS and_
organizations.

Ability -to plan and'-orgenize _programs.

Ability- tb Speak= before -and-Work, With groups.

Project Training Program:

A twO-morith orientation program cover`ing- stich subjects as:
,general concepts of mental illness, prevention and education, community
organizations and programs specifically related to mental health, etc.

1.1
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FORWARD

The -Community Mental Health- Workers _Project of the _Kentucky .Mental
Health -Manpower Commission is financially _supported ' ,1_-five=year re-

search grant ,-:Number '16420, with the National Institute of .Mental _Health's
Applied- -Research -Branch:- Also,. =additional fUnding_ -is being, .p. rovided- by:

the Kentucky Department of Mental- Health..

This project is,-being donducteclby- -the -ManpoWer 'Cometiasion: in_
cooperation, with the Kentucky Department of Mental Health,. the Jefferson
-Community College-,,- the Sonierset. Community College,. the -Comprehensive 'Care
-Center of the Lake Cumberland _RegiOnal_2417/Dt.loard,. the -Comprehensive -Care-
Center of the ,North Central Regional NH-MR -Board, , and the Waverly Mental
-Health'Center and _Vest Central Louisville -Mental_Health-:Center of the
KeritUcky- Region light MH-MR -Hoard.

The project designed: to develop, traih-, utilize, -coare -and

.6:Valuate. the effectiveness- -nf three- new and distiridt:typea,-61-.middle
'level workers for -community mental health_-iprogritm.t.. While it has been
demonstrated that there are various types- of Middle -level --Workerss-Who_can
function in mental health- -programs, , comparatively ascertained
the ValUe of each. One of the most significant -contributions of .thiS!
.project IS that for the .first time an orderly '=comparative study will be

* made- of the training and use of multiple types- of -middle _level mental
healthw-orkerS.

This report is one of a.: series _desit,ned- to provide ongoing_ infOr,
:mation on the ,development of the Community Mental Health Workers :PrOject.
The -frequency- of these reports uill doinciile with the various .:phates:;Of'_

the project .- Any questions or suggestioni-'-coriderning the project should
be _addressed to

Kentucky .Mental Health Manpower Commission
P.O. Box 22234

7320 LaGrange Road
Louisville, Kentucky -.40222
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INTRODUCTION

A_ specific -training: program has been_ or'- -is -being_ developed for

each of the three new categories of workerS- inclUded- in the Community

Mental:Health-:Workreis Project. Since the techniCiani's preparation Will

'require the longest training period-and as the project is--so _detigned--to-
_pertit 2a11- three_categories-Of workers to enter the _eMplOyment phase of

the study at.the Same time,, selection of individuals for this- training-

was. the -first -priority._ The purpose of this -report 16- to -provide_ infor-

mation on procedrire§-_anct methods used -in the recruitment --and -Selection-

of the twelve Community Mental -Health Technician_ trainees.

From. indeptioin of the project, it has -been essential that -Staffs

Of the :participating-.corrimunity,Mentarhealth-%programs be involved-_in:
planning, and :administering-each phase of the study. -AcaOrdingly, one of

the _first _SOO: taken in:preparation:for this-phase was to ask each center

-director- to__appoint a selection committee- to assist theproject staff-in

developing =arid IMplethenting technician recruitment -and _selection _prode-

dures. It Was. =the -major responsibility of each committee to-Make- the-

final section- -of trainees for their- respectiVe_ -Center. _Servings on the

Lake Cumberlar4.Center'ss,connittee-were-Mr.- -Eugene -HUMbie- Mental_ Health-

-SchOol Consultant;_ Mrs. Virginia Lucas, Psychiatric- Nurse-; =arid Mr: Hiro-

tanaMadlii,_ Clinical COOrdinstor. Appointed, to- =the -Nor th_:Cehtral Center's

committee 'were-Mr ,Douglas GreenWell,.Ackainistrator; Marie Layman,

Children'-s- Service CoOrdinatot;, and Dr. Robert_ Lippman,. -Chief =Psycholo-

gist. :Serving- on- thelJaverly- Center_"§- committee` tiere- Mr.- 'Larry= Burke, -

-Coordinator` of -the -NeighborhOod -ConsUltatien-Centers t- -Dr. Eduard. -Flynn,

Chief Psychologist;- .James Gibson, :Alcoholism Coordinator.

Appointed- to_the --WeSt Central lOui6Ville Center'=s- committee- were -Dr.

-Roger_ Gardner, -Chief -i.Sychologiat;_Mrs: Mary Jane Livingstone, Chief

Social-Worker; and Ott, Community_ Health Nurse. To insure_

-uniformity, the iManp6W-er -CoMmiSSion'S project director -serVed- as- an

-ex-=officio member of each_ committee.

With the =assistance of the --Selection donnittees, recruitment and,

selection proCedures Were drafted and' submitted- to the members =of the

.appropriate =task force for -their i:evieci. After incorporating_ -their

suggeStionS , this phase of the project WAS- set into motion in May 1970.

May and June were spent in :publicizing the opportunity and accepting

applications. Candidates -were tested and intervieWed during July, and

by Augtist 3rd, all trainees -had:been appointed. This provided. those

_Selected,_ Ntho -in most cases had- employment and/or home responsibilities,

approximately four -peeks to _Make necessary- plans arrangements hefOre

entering _sChoOl. On ,September 1, 19_70, the tWelve appointees began the

technician training program.
-4
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RECRUITMENT

Ekaniining 'recruitment methods 'being employed -by similar projects-

in.-the ,area of developing- net; -types of_ middle level workers revealed a

wide =spectrum _of techniques-._ Methods most :often -used included: adVer-

tisemerits in tfie 'news _media, referrals by project profesSionale, sugges-
tions by project rionprofessionala, and- the use Of _local employment agen-!

Two -other methods mentioned often, :but :used more. frequently for

.recruiting- volunteers as opposed to paid -emplOyees; Were -talks_ to commu-

nity- and' volunteer groups- and- group- bee tings -for-prodpective- applicants-.

Most projects, used two .or more of- the above mentioned- methods. Othet

recruitment -methods employed_ in various studies included contacts with

-colleges-,_ -universities , sCho-olS of social Bork, recruitment by word of

month; use of brochures, -state-personnel offices:, -and-local poVert}i or

community :service agencies.

Procedure

Basically -three approaches were used -in- recruiting technician

trainees-for the .Community Mental Health -Workers; PrOject. The first

attempted-0-_ reach- potential applitants throUgh the nets
second -utilized -personnel of _the participating- agencies; the third

worked_ -through, other- community agencies and aisbciations:.

In May 1970; hews' releases xlere dent to local new papers and

radio statiOria in areas served -by the cooperating =Mental health programs.

Each release announced-the selection of the local Mental health center

to partiCipate in a prograt to train neW types of mental health- workers.,

The folloWing is =a- sample:

The (name -of local center) is one- of fotir comprehensive-

cop:In:Unity -mental health programs in -Kentiicky' chosen to

participate--in -a- project designed to trim n and utilize

new types_Of _personnel._ In this- pregram three new Cate-

gorieS of Workers will be selected for ,training which will

prepare -them_ for employment in the Menial health field.

The Kentuoky _Mental Health Matipoiler CommiSSion is condUct-

ing the project in- cooperation with the local- mental health

board and the (name of college).

One of the neW -types of workers will be a mental health

technician to -be trained -at the community college in -a-

two -year Associate Degree program. Individuals selected
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for the technician _training program will enter the Comtaunity
college in the fall -of 1970 under a stipend program of the
Manpower Commission.

To be -corisidered for the technician training, individuals
Will have or around (major city or cities served
by the mental health program) and be at least 21 years of
age. Anyone desiring information-Shouldi,contadi (project
center liaison) at _the -(tenter name and addresS)

Most Of- the news- agencies were very cooperitiVe and -generally we 'received
good coverage.

The news -releases were then folloWed by ,placement of advertise=
Merits- in the "help wanted" sections of the newspapers. Depending-_ on the
frequency of the -neWSpaper, the--ada :appeared once--a__Ileek, eVery-,Other

-weeki, or- each weekend, for_ -four -consecutiVe iweeks. Zue -to -the compara-
tive slowneSt in±:reSponseS-iii,the two Louisville areas, the ads appeared
-for two additional, week6._ The following IS -a- Semple- of -the edVertisenient:

Mental _IlealthiVorkerS: _Severs_l persons need_ed- for training-
-at -niental_health-technidians. Those choSen Will be paid
while -attending two-year program leading to-_associate
degree in mental health technology. After -training, employ-
ment_ in local-- community program.. --Must -be 21 and -high school
graduate or -haVe_ G.E.D. For applidation contact (center-name,
addreSS, phone =nuMber)..

While the advertisements were in the newspapers, a recruitment
flyer (Exhibit 1) was ptepated and copies Were distributed to all staff
and .board members of the cooperating mental health centers as well as to
the participating community colleges. The flYet proVided:-basic infortha-
den, on the role of a technician, the training program, placement

_

bilities , required qualifidations and where to make application.

At a third approach, letters requesting assistance in Our
recruiting efforts Were sent to various community agendies and associ-
ations. Accompanying egidh letter were_ copies of the above mentioned

flyer. Wherever it appeared beneficial, personal contacts were made
With a representative of the agendy. AgendieS and associations con-

tacted included lodal offices of the state employment service, mental
health association, associations for retarded children, PTA'S, _school
boards, hospital auxiliaries, chambers of commerce, county health depart-
ments, neighborhood houSes, community action programs, volunteer bureaus,
etc.
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Results:

As a result of the recruitment efforts, application blanks were
distributed to approximately 500 individuals who had expressed an inter-

est in being considered for the program. One hundred and fifty-one of

the 500 completed and returned applications. The drop from 500 to 151,

may seem at first glance to be rather large; however, it should be

pointed out that accompanying each application blank was a copy of the

previously mentioned recruitment flyer. In most cases this was the
first time the potential applicant learned of the types of duties to be
performed by the technician, amount of proposed stipend, and the fact

that trainees would= be committing themselves to two years -of employment

with the local mental health center after training.

. In order to determine-vhich of the three recruitment approaches

was_ the most =effective, each applicant was asked to indicate on his

application ihoW ,he_ learned Of the = program Sinder some liSted--_-more _than,

one source, the sum_ the f011oWing.responseS is greater than the total

number of applicants. Of the 151 applicants=, 119 'indicated' the newspaper,

11 the radio, 19 a center staff member, 2 a regional board member, 1 a

community college, instructor, and 11 a local agency or assOciation.
Without a doubt; the first approach, that is using the tieWs media to
recruit trainees, did yield the largeSt percent cif the applicants (86%).

However, it shOUldbe;_4noted that 18% of the applicants recruited through

effortS of the perSonnel of agencies participating in the project and 9%

of those obtained through the helP of other community agendieS were
Seledted as trainees, while Only 5% of those reached through the news

media were appointed. The value of the personal approadh by individuals

With profetSional interest in the field cannot be over emphasized.

Of the 151 applicants, 31 submitted their applications too late

for consideration, 7 were disqualified due to age, education, or resi-

dence requirements, and 19 did not show for scheduled testing. Three

others withdretiat time of testing. Ninety-one applicants completed the

testing phase of the selection procedure and thereby became bona fide

candidates.

As was anticipated, most of the candidates were women. The fact

that we were able to recruit as many men as we did (15), was considered

significant. The candidates ranged in age from 21 to 62, with a fairly

equal distribution between21 to 44. At time of application, 78 had been

married but 4 were widowed and 11 were divorced. Although the minimum
educational requirement was only high school or -the equivalent, more than

38% of the candidates had completed some college work. Vital statistics

concerning the candidates can be found in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. VITAL STATISTICS CONCERNING CANDIDATES

EACH CENTER*
All.

Centers

IV

Number of Candidates 17 6 26 32 91

Sex:

Hale . . OOOOOOO 1 5 5 4 15

Female . OOOOO
f ,

21-24

16

5

11

6

21

8

28

5

76

24

25-34 6. 7 4 17 34
35-44 5 3 10 5 23

45-54 1 0 4 4 9

55-up 0 0 0 1 1

Marital Status:
Married 12 7 18 - 26 3
Widowed 1 0 1 2 4
Divorced . O OO 4 4 2 1 11

Single 0 5 5 3 13

Number of Children:

None 2 5 9 5 21

One 3 2 7 13

Two 3 6 7 11 27

Three 3 1 5 7 16

Four or more 6 2 4 2 14

Education:

G E D 3 2 6 7 18

High School 11 7 7 13 38

College (less than 2 years) 3 6 7 10- 26

College (at least 2 years) 0 1 6 2 9.

*Center I Waverly (Louisville)
II West Central (Louisville)

III North Central (Elizabethtown)
IV Lake Cumberland (Somerset)



SELECTION

It was the opinion of-the staff and advisors of the-Community
Mental-Health Workers Project that the prodedure to,be used in choosing
trainees for this prograt-should be highly selective. Those selected
would-have to be mature individualS With a valid interest in working_With
the mentally disturbed, free of afty_gross-pbydhopathology, and able to
handle-stressfulSituationS appropriate Manner- They-would have to
-kno0 their community-, -see themSelves as metberS-of it, and be flexible
enough towork_ With--broa&hased-sOcial-edonOtid, ethnic, cultural as well
as- interdisciplinary They- Mould have:to posseSs the -basic heta-
Tetadt-quaiities. of accurate empathy; hontpoSSeSsive-Waktth andgenUine-
heSS. _Finally-they-WoUld-haVe to-have the inteiledtdal_abilitieS heces-
saty-to_SucdeSsfUlly complete the two-yeats-Of college- cork.

AvSearch of_AVailable literature yielded-little information-about
selection procedures- used -by vatiO6S:educatiOnal institutions and-mental

health agencies-xecently engaged in training -new -types of middle level-
tental health-workers-. -ThciSe OtogramS centered in a-m(3=year community
college were generally restricted in their selectionmethods by college
admiSsion policies; -the nature of whidh virtually prohibits-Screening of

potential mental health-wOrkerS in, a-Manner different-from that appropri-
ate-to any other college-entrance applicant: Generally, the requirements
were no more than anexpresSed-deSite Wenter the field, an- acceptable
high school diploma Or equivalency, taking the American College TeSt and
acceptable financial arrangements.

Of all reviewed projects, the.selection procedure of the now
famous Rioch Study (1960) as reported in Public Health Services Publica-
tion ;Jo. 1254 by the United States Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, appears to have been the most rigorous and, judging from the

. reported results, very highly selective and successful. In the Rioch
study, applicants had to be women around 40 years of age with children
and preferably college gxaduates. The applicants were first screened by
a committee of six people, three of whom were teachers in the training
program. The committee uas to choose students "who would be congenial
with us (the teachers) and with each other." Thiy-Vere to be "people who
were minimally defensive and pretentious," "people who could see behind
the words to a deeper and sometimes contradictory meanings," and "people
who could work together in a-group." They were to possess "reliability
and good general intelligence." They were all required to submit an
autobiographical sketch of about 1500 words along with their application.
They were then invited to come to- -the National Institute of Mental Health

training center in groups of eight to ten people for approximately five
hours of group procedures. During this period, the candidates were
paired off and asked to interview each other briefly andthen to introduce

5
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each other to the 'group. They were then given an assignment requiring.
corporate action and decision-making to ascertain their ability to work

together. Committee members rated them on this activity. They were

then given some paper and pencil tests including a sentence completion

test and a group intelligence test. Then they listened to and discussed

a tape recording of an initial psychiatric interview. At this point all

applicants were eliminated except 20 who were later requested to return

for individual interviews and tests at which tine all 20 were given .

three items of the Wechsler-Bellview Intelligence Test, a Rorschach Test,

and a modified and,abbreviated Thematic.Apperception Test. Six,of the

20 were eliminated after these interviews and tests. Later the remaining

14 were recalled for interviews with all six meMberS of the selection
committee present and available also for individual interviews. Prot

these 14, the eighttrainees were selected.

InforMation conterning_RioChes-Selection_proceddre proved to be

very:behefitidIto-us,in_Our-planning. AithOgh_the-technician.training

phase of the COMMUnity-,MintaLHealth'Workerk:Projedt could be =provided
ditougli_the latilitieS-of temMUnity-dollegda-, the fact that the trainees

are stipendiarids-ofthe Manpower-CottisSion-made it.poSSible to circum-

vent the lititations on selection-impoSed_by-dollege policies-and to

develop and implement that we believe to be, a highly selective procedure.

Procedures

As stated in the introduction to this report, the director of

each of the participating centers appointed from his staff, a three-man

selection committee. It was the major responsibility of each committee

to make the final selection of trainees for their respective center.

Except:for this, thetechnician selection procedure was identical in

each case.

The selection procedure began ashen the completed application

form was received in the office of the Manpower Commission. In addi-

tion to the general information required on the application, each appli-

cant was to submit an sketch. In order to assist the

applicant in preparing the sketch, the following instructions had been

provided:

In 250 words or less, write a personality sketch of yourself,
a brief autobiographical note that will be adequate as a

description of you as a human person. It may center upon

your unique and individual pattern of basic attitudes, aspira-

tions and anxieties, your primary assets and limitations,
your view of the world and of yourself as a member of a

family, local and national community. In short....it should
be written to give the essential picture of you to someone

who knows nothing about you. Do not write a sketch that is

longer than 250 words.
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After evaluating the applications received and eliminating those
who were obviously not eligible for- the program, 113 persons were
Advised of their eligibility by mail and invited to group sessions. A
meeting was held in-each-of the four areas served hy the participating
mental- health programs. Ninety-four people showed up for the-group
meetings. Two applicants withdrew at-the close-of the first phase of
the group- meeting, the overview. One-other withdrew fatigued and frus-
trated near the end of the day. Ninety-one-applicants Completed-the
group activities and thus became-bona fide candidates.

Each group meeting was planned to occupy-approximately eight
hours. They began at 8:00 o'clock a.m., -and, as anticipated, the last
candidates finished their testing at about 4:45 p.m. One hour was taken
for lunch, one scheduled 15 minute break was taken between planned activi-

ties 'in the morning, and the participants took breaks individually b_etween

tests finished at irregular-intervals in the afternoon.

The-four group§ activity Meetings were held-at the community

college within- the-areas served by the mental health program. At each
meeting the project director presided and was assisted by the projdct
research associate, a clinical psychologist. Present for the first part

of each meeting also was the respective center selection committee.

The -group_meeting began bith an introduction to the history,

objectives, and the'modus operandi of the project. During the first

phase an overview of the-training program in which course content and
expectations of the Manpower Commisaion as well as of the trainees was

presented. The agenda for the. day's ,activities and testing procedures

was outlined.

At_this point, the groups were given an opportunity to ask ques-
tions and discuss any aspect of the program not yet clear to them. The

candidates engaged in considerable discussion in each group. They were

then informed they would be required to sign a "Statement of Consent,"
indicating that the project, its method of operation, procedures, objec-
tives, and reason for the research had been fully explained to them.

Non - abdication of rights and confidentiality were also assured in the

document. Each candidate signed the statement, except the two who- with-

drew at-this point. Of the two withdrawals, one said he was no longer

'interested, and the other said she thought the competition would-be too
great and she felt there was no prospect for her being selected.

Following the overview, each candidate was assigned an identifi-
cation number and uas instructed to use the number in place of their

name on all tests. The candidates were then paired by identification

numbers for the purpose of interviewing and introducing each other. Up

to this point,.no introductions had been made except to introduce the

members of the staff, and the selection committee. The following

instructions were then read aloud:
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Please Iodate your partner and Aistribute yourSelveS in
pairs as spersley as possible in this room. (Pause for

pairing). Now, uhed you-hear the word, "begin," one partner
is to begin_ interviewing the other with a view to learning

allte can in five (5) minutes about his-partner so that he
can introduce him to the group in audh away that:everyone
else Will knOW-his partner, well. At the end of-five-minutes

you will -hear the worda-"Switch now." At-that time the

r interviewing will reverse immediately-and the interviewee
Will become the interviewer and the interviewer will-become

the interviewee. You will continue-Au-Ail you" hear the _word

"stop." Each one of you will be-asked laier to-stand and intro-

-duce your-partner to-the group in a three (3) minute speech.

After the-interVidWing was completed-each candidate was-asked, by
randomly selecting identificatiOn-numbera,to introduce his partners

Atthd-endof eachindividual inirodudtionthe candidate was
rated byrthe center-la-selection oodmittee-and,the-Troject director. A
seven-pointaaale, ranging:from much below-. average to :tudh above average,
WS USed-to.ascertain-, on-the-basis of the raters' composite judgnent,.
the degree to which the candidate met-desirable qualities in ten-general

areas. The areas Were: 1) personal appearance; 2) sociability; 3) matu-

rity;- tact; 5) poise; 6) eye contact; 7) appropriate effect-; 8) Self-
expression; 9) language usage; and 10)_positive impression -upon the

rater.

The raters were always in the view of the Candidate, and the

candidates knee they were being rated. They were not told the ten points

on which they were being rated. The scales were scored later and the

mean score of the four rating sheets became the candidates' paired introduc-

tion score. Upon completion of this activity, the center's selection
committee was free to leave and the project staff completed the testing

activities.

In the
Ability Tests,
dates' general

break.

third phase of activities, the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental
Gambia C, was administered for an assessment of the candi-

intellectual abilities. This was followed by a coffee

The group was reassembled and administered the Community Adapta-

-lion Schedule (d:A.S-:) Farm 5A. TheC.A.S. is an instrument developed
by R. Roen Sheldon, Ph.D. and Alan J. Burnes, Ed.D. The schedule attempts

to measure a person's perception of his community, his effects toward it,

and his behavior in it.. Response to the 217 items are in'relation to a
six-point scale, each point defined by a word or phrase relevant to the

question asked. The subject chooses the number above the answer that

best fits him. The higher the number, the better the adaption. The

schedule is published by Behavioral Publications, Inc., Neu York. The

schedule will be used again as a retest measure for change in the
trainee's attitude near the endof his training.
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The ic.'ider Preference Record Vocational-, Form CA,-was administered

for assistance in evaluatihg'the varying-degrees of interest manifested

by the candidate in vocational categoties considered to be conducive to-

comfortable adjustient in the field of mental health services. tie vete

interested primarily in scoes earned in -the areas of "Social Service"

(a and "Persuasive" 0) .

The Minnesev,_Multinhase_Perschality Inventory and the Sentence

Completion TeSt were thr: sixth- and seventh phaSe of-theactivitied-meet-

ing. These-were administered primarily for the purpose of detecting any

poaSible-gross pSyChopatholOgy and assessMent of ego strength. There-

fore, Unless-extreme pathological tendencies were Manifested in these

protocols-the-test results were taken at face value-as-Cupporting--evl-

denee-of ability to function-psychologically within thexange of-avetage

deViation. Any obVious-pathelogicaltianifeatations wete-checked-Out

fhtough intervieut-and reference-Sources.

In= order tobetter'aSsess vs-rigidity_qUality

in the- dandidateit_ perSonality and to- evaluate hispotential=b*UOrking

-with-the broad-bated-secio-cconotie,ethnie, culturaland-intetdiscipli--

nary gteups,e administered the-Adorno !Ts-Seale-. This Scale-was-

deVeloped-by Dr. T:Wi Adorno and= hia aSS6ciates-(1950) in-their studies

of "Autheritatian-PersOnality."
Thirty:items-responded to -on a seven -

point rating scale are assumed to meeturecuch qualities as-rigidity-and

conventionalism; ahthoritarianism, both submissive-and_aggreative;.degtee

of tender mindedndoS; superstition, and_stereotypy4 attitudes about

emotional inpulads and, -to ekaggerate-concern with sexual matters. Again,

no cut -off point-wiAadopted, and the scale was used tore te-alett-the

evaluators to the possible presence of extreme attitudes which would -be

checked upOn if the protocol otherwise indicated a- strong potential

trainee.

The ninth and last phase of the group activities consisted of

each candidate being asked to complete a "problem situation" assignment

by formulating and writing out a btief solution for a spedific problem.

The problem presented was as follows:

Suppose you should find your. elf Strangely but strongly hostile

(angry) toward another person over a period of time. You can-

not understand why. In consideration of 'prevailing circumstances

you feel just as strongly that you cannot manifest any outward

expression of these feelings for fear of severe social disapproval.

Responses were rated on a seven -point scale with values ranging from

zero to six. The higher the rating the more desirable the response.

Variables on the rating scale were: 0) YID response; 1) complete denial;

2) recognition as a problem with no insight; 3) recognition as a prob-

lem with some insight; 4) avoidance as method of handling; 5) sublima-

tion as method of handling; and 6) willingness to seek professional help

if no solution was reached. Here we were looking for persons who could

perceive meaning beyond words and whose defensiveness would not hamper

participation in the team approach to problem solving.



Upon completion of the group activity. meetings, all tests and

scales were scored and placed in a folder prepared for each candidate.

The folders, which also included the candidate's application, were then

delivered-to the_ appropriate center selection committee. Based on the

information contained in-the folders, each committee identified those

candidates they considered to be the ten most potentialtrainees. Each

selection committee then Submitted the names-of their "top ten" to the

project director in-order that a personal interview could be scheduled

for each of the selected candidates.

Before these candidates were notified to come for interviews, the

the project staff of the Manpower Commissionrevteued the folders of all

candidates. In two cases, the staff felt thai-persond not included in

the center-committee's choice appeared more promising than -two who-were

_included. Before recommending -a change, the project staff used a Ccre7

patieon-matrix to test its judgment. The maid* compared thoSe-chosen

-by-the-Center!S committee_aleng-With those the Commission's staff

theught-hight deserve fUtther consideration_com15 variables believed to
be_drudial_in _light of-the objectives-oftheproject. A saiq.le matrix
Of-one. ofthe--groupa can-be-found-in Eithibit_2_of this_repert. In plot-

ting the matrix, one of three valueSiwas assigned to each dell: pits_(+),

Zero (0), or minus (,), If a candidate was judged to -be especially
qualified on a particular variable-he was rated -plus in that cell on the

matrix. If he eras judged'io-be le-SS-than average, he -was rated-mints in

the cell. Average qualification was assigned-e valte 0f zeio. Uhen the

rating-was completed, the signs in the cells under each candidate's num-

ber were-summed algebraically, On the basis of this comparison -, the

substitutions -we're suggested. tlhen the evidence in favor of making this

change -was Submitted to the center.coMbittee, they concurred and substi-

tutions were made.

The final-part of the technician selection procedure consisted

of personal interviews with each of the top candidates. The interviews

were conducted by the appropriate center's selection committee and the

project director. In each interview, the committee attempted to determine

to what extent the candidate possessed qualities considered necessary to

function as a mental health technician. Specific attention was directed

to such basic therapeutic qualities as accurate empathy, non-possessive

warmth and genuineps:

After the candidates were interviewed, the total information
accumulated was considered by the project director and the three-man

center selection committee. The candidates were rated in order of choice

from one to ten, the idea being that the candidates would be invited to

become trainees in the order of their rating from the top. Consequently,

the three top rated candidates in each catchment area were invited into

the program. Subsequently, each candidate invited to participate accepted,

except one. For personal reasons, not apparent at the time of applica-

tion, one candidate could not accept our invitation. The next candidate

in line, who was rated lower only because of geographical considerations,

was invited to enter training and accepted.
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Results

The purpose of the selection protedure was to choose twelve
trainees who were mature, flexible, free from any gross psychopathology,
_and interested in working_ with the.mentally disturbed. They were to be

kno4ledgeable of their community and able to see themselves as contribut-

ing-Members-of it. Those chosen were to possess basic therapeutic quali-
ties of accurate empathy, non-possessive warmth, and genuineness. They

were.to'have the. intellectual abilities necessary to successfully tom=

plete the training. In terms of these characteristics, the candidates
selected as_trainees represent a homogendoue group. However, in terms

of sex, age-, marital status, number of children, education, and previous

:occupation,_ we- -have a heterogeneOue-grou-KSee Table 2)

Ten of those selected are women and two are-men . The ages of

the trainees ranged fkoM 22.to 48 (at time Of application) with five
of thoed Chosen being under -25 -years of -age, fiVe being between 25 and

34-years otage, and two- falling in the category of.45-t4 54 years of

age. The-selected -group of trainees had-no one-between-the ages -of 35.

and 44-years of age and-55 or over. Of those chosen, -three wereaingle,

eiiWere,martied, and three were divorced. Five-of the trainees had -no

ahildreni-fiVe had tiro children (however, the children of two of these
trainees were Over 18 years of age), and two of those selected had three

children. In the area of education, two of- the trainees -had. obtained a
G.E.-D. high school- Certificate and-10 had graduated from high school (six

Of these had completed some college courses). Previoue-occupations of

-the trainees were representative of a broad vocational backgreund includ-
ing secretary, sales clerk, factory-work, bookkeeping, and intake work in

social services and health agencies. Therefore, it is proposed that those

Chosen for training as mental health technicians provide a heterogeneous

group in these areas.

The technibian trainees have now completed the first year of

their academic preparation and are preeently participating in a twelve-
week, full-time field work experience in their respective community
mental health centers. Until the technicians have completed the entire
training program as well as the two-year work phase of the project, the

selection procedure cannot be fully evaluated. However,. a number of

observations have been made concerning the trainees' performance during
their first year which are considered very encouraging. Possibly, the

most significant is that we have not lost a single one of the original

twelve trainees. This came about in spite of the fact that during the
period over half of the trainees had to handle a personal situation which
could have lead to their dropping out of the program (e.g., husband loe-

ing job, childbirth, etc.). In terms of academic accomplishment, three-
__fourths of the, trainees have a grade average of "B" or above. It should

be noted that two of these trainees entered the program with G.E.D.'s.

No trainee has failed to pass any of his required courses. Finally, we

have been very pleased with the favorable comments on the trainees which

t
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TABLE 2. VITAL STATISTICS CONCERNING TRAINEES (AT TIME OF APPLICATION).

_

Center - Trainee
.

.

Sex Age

Marital Number

Status of

Children

Education i Occupation
,-

Waverly

(Louisville)
.

A F 23
i
Divorce$ 2

.

G.E.D. Secretary .

B F 23 Divorced 0

High
School Sales Clerk

C _F 14 Married

+

2

_

8 months
Nursing
Training Secretary

.

West

Central

(Louisville)

A F 29 -Diverted 2_

Steno-receptienist
High At Metropolitan
School Sea-id]. SerVi.Debt,

t. 27 _ Single 0.

Psychiatric Aide
High At State Mental
School .HoSOital

C F 22 Single 0

9 Hours BoOk&eeper,

College Typist,

Work_ Receptionist

North
Central

:Elizabethtown)

A F 47 Married_ _ 2*

50 Whirs
College
Work _

21 H6urs

College
Work

Sedretary To
HighSdheol
principal _ _

!Manager

School Lunch

RoomB F 48 Married 2*

C M 22- Single , 0

6 Hours

College
Work_ _

Chief Operator At
Ammunitions
Plant

Lake

Cumberland

(Somerset)

.

AV F 33 Married 3

High
School

Co-owner Of
Clothing
Store

B F 25 Married 0

3 Hours

College
Work

Intake Receptionis
At Mental Health
Center

G M 30 -Married 3 G.E.D.

Gcleectetl:tore

Cashier

*Both over 18 Years of age.
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have been received from those providing the classroom instruction, those
supervising the practicum, and various center staff members who have
had the opportunity to observe the technicians. Accordingly, we believe

that these early indications suggest a successful selection process.

UPCOMING REPORTS.

The next report in this series, Number IV, will focus oti

the Community Mental Health Technician Training Program.'
Report Number V will provide information on the results
of the technicians' summer field work experience.
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EXHIBIT 1

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH TECHNICIAN TRAINEE

.A New Career-Opportunity

Background

Through the cooperative -efforts of the citizens of Clinton,.
-McCreary, lulaski, Russell and -Wayne- Counties the lake Cumberland-Compre-
-hensive-Care Center-wed established to serve thementally-disturbed-and_
the mentally retarded-members of this community. With the establishment

of thisprogram-alopg-With-_sitilar Onei:thrOughoutthestate.and cotntry,
there_has-deVeloped:a-deMand=lor not only -more professional- personnel,

. butalso-fOr new typeS,Of mental health :workers-. The. Kentday Mental
Health Manpower Commiêiion'in cooperation with the Lake Cumberland Compre-
hensive Ve-Care,Center.has developed-a program-dedignedyto.train and utilize

-a- new level-of -Workerthe-Community:Mental Health,Techniciah.

Position = Description

A trained Community Mental Health Technician will serve as a
member of the professional- and technical team-of :the regional mental

-health program. He will function -as -a therapeutic agent, a catalyst in

the providing of services- to the-mentally Aitturbed, the mentally retarded,
-the drug abuser andthe-alcoholle.tmtbert-ofthe-cOMmunity. Under general

-and approved-supervision of the_professional staff,:he-0111.assitt in the
Aiagnottic OrOcedure-and part-it-1.We In the clients'- 'planned treatment

program. He will perform such tasks as intervieWing-Clientt and/or-their

lamiliet, taking social histories,- and-administering certain psychometric
,tests,. assist in group-and indiViddal therapy as a supporting

=therapist. He will lead-or assist in planned activity therapy programs.

The technician will perfOrm other duties of a therapeUtie nature in
accordance with the goals, pradtices and procedures of the mental health

Frott4m.

Training

Applicants selected will be placed this fall in a two-year
associate degree program designed especially for this project. The

academic training will be conducted at the Somerset Community College
and taught jointly by the college staff and professional members of the
community mental health program. Throughout their training, students

will be involved in community mental health programs., During .the summer
months between the two acadenic years, trainees will participate in a
field experience on a full time basis with the Lake Cumberland Comprehen-

sive Care Center (Somerset). During the training phase, September 1970
through May 1972, applicants selected for this program will receive
financial assistance in the amount of $4,000. From this, the trainee

will pay his tuition ($150/semester) and purchase required texts ($50.

$60 /semester).

(over)



Placement

Upon acceptance into this progrea, a trainee will incur a two-year
commitment to ilork as a technician with the Lake Cumberland Comprehensive
Care Center following the completion `Of training. Depending upon the
location of the technician's residence, he will be placed in the central
office in Somerset or in the Monticello offipe.

Qualif icat ions

An applicant Must- reside in or around, Somerset or Monticello. He
or she must -be.-lit least 21 years of 'age and X. high. school graduate- or the
eqUivalent. Persons going -into this _field need to -have a genuine= desire
to work -with and. to- help those--who have- beCoMe- Mentally- disturbed or-who
are mentally .retarded. They _must possess a high degree= of' Maturity
patience along_ with the ability to Understand and to work with clients in.
trying and tinuoual situations:

Applications

For fuirther information and application write:

KENTUCKY MENTAL HEALTH MANPOWER COMMISSION
P.O. Box 22234

Louisville, Kentucky 40222

ApplicatiOni irity also be obtained from:

COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
129 South Main Street

Somerset, Kentucky 42501
Telephone: 679-1137
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-COMPARISON MATRIX
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Point of

Comparison

.

Candidate's Identification. Number*

!

12 I-4
--

8 2 13 20
..

17 23 6

Age
I

.; ± I- + +
.

-:- + +

Marital 'Status- _, + I + + + .0 +

Children-,

i

0 : 0
4

+ + 0

Education 0 o - 1 Ix + -o 0 0- 0 0

I.Q._--- _+ - 0 0 0 + -

.

Residence

%

+ + + + + + o +

EMOloyment Record ,+ + 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0

Community
Involvement _ .... + 0 + -+ -

CoMMunity AdOption
Profile ,

,

+ + 0 + 0 + - - -

Paired Introduction
Profile 0 I+ I 0 _0 + A-

M. P.I. Profile 0 0

I

0 0 0

Adorna "F"
Scale Prbfile 0 0 + 0

.

.

Kudet Vocational
Profile - + + 0 : 0 0

Sentence COmpletion
Profile 0 0 0 0 _o 0 1- -

Application Profile ± . + 0 + +
i

1 + 1 - 0

Total +
Dyer -

6 4 8 5

1

10 -41i -2

*Actual Identification Numbers were not used for this exhibit.
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FORWARD

The Community Mental Health Workers (CM1W).Project is a study
designed to demonstrate the value of three new classifications of middle

level workers forcOmmdnity mental_health-programs. The project- proposes

-to-develop three-distinct-classification snedificationt, to-recruit,
select-and-train individuals-to_function.in-the -three- new roles, to

e-utilize-thtraine& - mWorkers in= ik-prograk, and-to compare

andeValdate_the-effeCtivenesS- of each-Worker-and-their impact on-the
delivery of mental -health_ services.

The -CMHW Project is being financially supported -by a research

grant, Number 16420, with the-Mental Health Services Develeptent Branch
Of the National InStitute of Mental Health, with additional funding being
provided by the Kentucky Department -of Mental-Health, The project is

being condOdted by the Kentucky Mental Health-Manpower Commissien in
cooperation-with the Kentucky Department of Mentalllealth, the Conpre-

hensivetare Center of the-Korth Central-Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, and-the Waverly; the-West Central Louisville, and the

Three Rivers Mental Health Centers of the Region Eight Mental Health-

Mental Retardation Board. Making earlier contributions to the project

were the Jefferson ComOdnity College, the Somerset Community College,

and the Comorehentive Care Center of the Lake Cumberland Regional Mental

Health-Mental Retardation Board.

This report is the fourth in a series designed to provide ongoinl.

information on the development of the CMHW Project. Any questions or

suggestions concerning the project should be addressed to:

Kentucky Mental Health MeApower Commission
412 Executive Park

Louisville, Kentucky 40207



INTRODUCTION

As a result of new and increased emphasis on community mental
health in the 160's, there developed an unprecendented shortage Of
personnel to staff new and expanding programs: The extension of mental
health services into the community required personnel with knowledge and
training different froth that available in the past. While efforts were

'made to improve and expand training programs for psychiatrists,-psy-
chologists, social workerS, and ntirses., attention was als6 focused on
the sped-4U, possibility of staffing mental health programs with new
types of workers - workers who could be trained in less time than that
which generally is required for the established mental health professions.

While recognizing the importance of expanding training programs
fdi the established professions, the Kentucky Mental Health Manpower
Commission believed that the development of-new categories of workers,
bethey called non, sub, pre, or para professionals; deserved consider-
ationas 4 possible approach in easing the manpower shortage. Therefore,
the Commission devoted two years to a detailed study of the feasibility
of training and utilizing middle-level mental health workers.

Researching the literature and consulting with representatives of
various mental health programs and manpoWer projects, the Commission
found that considerable-actiVity was occurring in- this particular area.
It soon became apparent that what was developing throughout the country
was not one new type of worker, or two or three; but many types. Each
type, with its own specific-educational and training requirements and
with its own description of duties to be performed, constituted a classi-
fication within itself. Some types accepted individuals with less than
a high school education while others required a college degree. Some
required only on-the-job training while others consisted of a training
program equal to a master's degree preparation. Some workers functioned
as 'generalists who were expected to perform a wide array of related. as
well as unrelated tasks, while others were considered as specialists
who were expected to meet specific needs of a particular program.

While many significant contributions were being made in advancing
the. middle -level worker concept, the process was still very much piece-
meal. While several of the various types of workers being developed
could be combined into a single classification thereby increasing the
flexibility and utilitation of personnel occupying such positions, others
could not be so combined because they require incumbents with specific
skills, abilities, interest, and training which differ from position to
position. In view of this lack of standardized classifications for
middle-level workers, the Commission proposed the Community Mental Health
Workers Project.

ii
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The research-demonstration study is designed to d..velop, train,
utilize, compare,-and evaluate the effectiveness of three new and distinct
classifications of middle-level workers for community mental health
programs. To, insure that the new classification being developed for this
Study represented more than a simple re-arrangement of tasks which were
currently being performed, considerable attention was first focused on
basic needs and probleMs of the clients, theit families, and theit
community. A second step was to determine what tasks and activities
-should be performed to meet the needs, regardless of who carries them
out or whether they were being performed-at that tune. these tasks and
activities were then-categorized by the purpose or objective for which
-they were performed. This dategOritation resulted in the Commission's
proposing three distinct classifications which, based on our informed
opinion, cover most of the taSkS71-aing performed or Whidh could be per-
fOrMed by middle - level- workers in ..community mental health 'programs.

The three proposed' classifications being.tested in this project.
Funret 'been titled Community Mental Health AsSistantS, Community Mental
Health Technicians, and Community Mental Health Representatives. The
assistants (previously titled aides) are high school graduates who after
completing a twelve-week training program will function as client advocates.
Their major role is one of removing obstacles between the client and the
services needed. The technicians are graduata of a two-year associate
degree' Orognmn specifically designed.for this project to train theth as
therapeutic agents. Their major role is one of providing therapeutic
services under general supervision of professionalriEaff: The yepre-
sentatives are four-year college graduateS who after completing an
eleven-week training program will function as mental health system
agents. Their major role is one of representing the mental health
center in wofking with Leaders and representatives of local governmental
units, community...resource agencies, social and civic organizations, etc.

Representatives assess mental health needs of the community and design
Methods to meet these needs through utilization of existing resources
as well as development of new resources as deemed necessary.

The Community Mental Health Workers Project is now in its fourth
year. The workers for each of the three classifications have been
recruited, selected, and trained and are now in the two-year work phase
of the study. During the work phase, data are being collected, results
will be analyzed, and' effectiveness of the three new. types of workers
will be evaluated and compared.

Report Number I of this series presented background of the
project, specific aims, methods of procedure, anticipated significance,
and .the propoded method of evaluation. Also included in the first
report was information concerning selection of experimental centers,
colleges to provide educational programs for the technicians, and an
advisory committee and consultants. Since publication of Report Number
I, the Lake Cumberland Comprehensive Care Center has been replaced as

. an experimental center by the Three Rivers Mental Health Center. Report



Number II provided information on the planning for role development,
methods used to determine the three roles, and copies of the role
descriptions or classification specifications. Report Number III
covered the recruitment- and selection of the technician trainees. The
purpose of Report Number IV is to provide information on procedures and
methods used in the recruitment and selection of the" assistant and
representative-trainees.

r



RECRUITMENT_ ND SELECTION
OF _THE

ASSISTANT AND _REPRESENTATIVE TRAINEES

Background

The Community Mental Healthliorkers Project was deSigned to
permit -all three types of Workerstyarticipate in the study's two-year
-employment phase during the period of July 1972 through June 1974. This

required-all workerSto-berecruitedj-selected,:a0trained by July

1072: -Since theteChnidian's-preparatiOn required the- longest training
Period -- 21 moutha,,selection of indiVidualsjor this claSSifidatien was
the'firat to be completed. On September 1970,_selecied technicians-

entered training. In the fall-of 1971, with technicians more than half--
way through theirtraining, -attention was directed to the recruitment,
selection, and training of assistants and reptegentatives.

The first step was to' develop the tuo training prograMs and
determine the amount of time requited to-prepare the workers for their-

rolea. It was, originally proposed that the assistants would receive

four months of training and-the representatives six weeks; however,
after further consideration,-A decision vas Made to decrease the dasis,
tantetraining-te-tUelve weeks and'increate the representatives' to

eleven weeks. The starting date for both training prOgraths was set for

April 10, 1972. This would mean that representatives would be ready to
assume their poSitions With their respective mental health centers by
June 26th, and the assistants by July 1st. With the technicians sched-
uled to enter the employment phase on June 1St; the staggered entry of
the workers at three different times provided the centers with a better
opportunity to absorb the three neW types of workers.

Once starting dates for the training prOgrams were determined,
the next step was to develop a schedule of recruitment, screening, and

selection procedures. The same format would be used for assistants and

representatives. The month of January and half of February 1972 would

be spent in publicizing the opportunities and ,accepting applications.

Candidates would be tested during the last half of February and inter-

viewed during thejirst two weeks of March. Appointments to the program

were scheduled for the middle of March to provide appointees an opportu-

nity to make arrangements for entering the program.

To assist the project staff in developing and implementing
recruitment and selection procedures, directors of each of the four

experimental centers were asked to appoint two selection committees, one

for each type of worker. Each committee would have the major responsibility
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of making the final selection of trainees for their respective center.

To insure uniformity, the Manpower Commission's project director and the.

project staff member who would be coordinating training and placement of

the particular type of worker would serve as ex-officio members of each

committee:-

Recruitment Procedures

The purpose of both recruitment programs was to reach as many

potential applicants as possible within the time available, in such a

manner as to encourage them to explore the podaibility of participating.

in the project. Before "recruitment methodd dould.be seledted or developed,

it was-necessary-to-identify-for each category of'worket the target popu-

lation to_WhiCh---retrnitment efforts -would be directed. The target popUia-

tions wete-identified by describing.the potential apOlidantd in terms of

minimum qualifications.

In accordance with- the project design -=and after darefulOohaid-

eratiOn, it was- decided that assistant' applicants would have-to be _high

school graduates or the-equivaleht :who were at least 21 Years of age and

who resided in the area served by the etOlOying-mental health center,

AsSistants would_haV'e to pOsSess a genUine desire-to work with and help

those who have become mentally diatUrbed Or-who are mentally retarded.

They would alSo have to- possess a high_ degree of maturity and patience

along with_the-driVe-and ability_to-Work with community agencieS and

professional OAre,givera to mdbiliXe quickly services and competencies

on behalf of center clients.- Representative applid'ants Should have a

bachelor _degree, preferably with a major in one of the social sciences;

hoWever, consideration Would be giVen to those who had not completed all

degree requirementd provided they had related work experience. They would

have to possess_ high degree of maturity, drive, and interest- in their

.:tommunity.- Representative Applicants should have a Strong.belidf that

the mentally disturbed and the mentally retarded can be helped through.a

cooperative and coordinated community approach. 'They would also have to

possess ability to-work diplomatically with community leaders, agencies,

groups, and organizations and be able to plan and organize programs.'

Repiesentative applicants had to reside in the area served by the employ-

ing mental health center.

With the target recruitment populations identified, the next

---step was to determine what methods would be employed to reach potential

applicants. In view of the success of the technicians' recruitment pro-

gram, it was decided that the same methods should be utilized to attract.

assistant and representative applicants. These methods had been selected

after a close examination had been made of recruitment efforts employed

by other projects developing new types of mental health workers.
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The methods employed can be divided into three basic approaches.
The first attempted to reach potential applicants through the news
media; the second involved personnel of participating agencies; and the
third worked through other community agencies and associations.

On January 3, 1972, news releases were sent to all newspapers
and radio stations in areas served by the cooperating mental health
centers. The news release announced that the Commission was seeking
applicants for two new types of mental health workers. It contained'

information on age and educational requirements, a one-sentence descrip-
tion of each type of worker, the fact that training would be provided,
how long training would last,phere positions were located, and where to

submit applications. Most news agencies were very cooperative and

generally we received.good coverage.

The news releases were followed by placement of advertisements
in the "Help Wanted" sections 'Of local newspapers. Depending -on the

frequenCy of publication, the ads appeared once a week, every other week,
or three times a week for six consecutive weeks. The ad stated that

several persons were needed for employment as mental health workers with
local programs and that positions were available for both high school
and four-year college graduates. It was mentioned that related experi-

ence would be helpful but not required and that those employed would be

trained. The ad stated that applicants had to be at least 21 years of

age and reside in the described local area. Anyone interested was
instructed to contact the Commission or the mental health center for an

application.

While advertisements were in the newspapers, a recruitment flyer
for each type of worker was distributed to all staff and board members
of the cooperating mental health centers. All flyers for assistants

-were the same except for the name of the employing agency. In other

Worda, four sets of assistant flyers were prepared, one for each of the
four experimental or employing centers: The same was true of flyers for

representatives. Information in each flyer was presented-in six sections.
The first section identified the employing agency and the Manpower Commis-
sion and explained that the tuo agencies had developed a program designed

to train and utilize several new types of mental' health workers, one

type being the Community Mental Health Assittant or Representative which-

ever Was applicable. Section two described the type Of position and

gave examples of anticipated duties. The thitd part explained the

training program providing such information as the length of training,
place, purpose, and who would provide the instruction. Section four
pertained to employment date and salary. It also stated that those

selected would be paid while in training. The fifth presented required

.qualifications for the workers, and section six informed those interested

where to make application.

As a third approach, letters requesting assistance in recruiting

were sent to various community agencies and associations. Accompanying
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each letter were copies of the-above mentioned flyers. Whenever it

appeared beneficial, personal contacts were made with a representative of
the agency. Those community sources contacted included local offices of
the state employment service, mental health associations, associations
for retarded ehildren, PTA's, school boards; hoSpital auxiliaries,
chambers of commerce, county health departments, neighborhood houses,
community action programs, volunteer bureaus, and others.

Recruitment Results

In the recruitment efforts, application blanks were distributed
to over 1400 individuals who expressed -an interest in being considered
__for the program. The-distribution-of assistant and-representative ,

apOliCations waa.approkitately-equal. "Two hundred and thirty-Six

:asSiatarit applications and'151 representative applications were completed

and returned: The difference between-the number of applications-Sent out
and those returned-may- appear to be rather large;_however, it- should be
eted-that accohpanying each application was a copy of the preViously
mentioned recruitment flyer. In most cases, this was the. first time the

potential appliCant learned of the types of duties to be performed,
training, salary, and starting -date of the - .program.

Of the 236 assistant applicants, 34 filed too late for consider-

ation, and 13 were disqualified due to age or education. Of the remain-

ing 189, 7-Withdrew before.testing, 37 failed to-appear for testing, and

16 WithdreW at testing. One hundred and twenty-nine completed ,the test-
ing phase of the selection procedure and thereby became bona fide candi-
dates (see Table 1for disposition of assistant applicants by centers)

Of the 151 representative applicants, 18 filed too late for con-
sideration and 11 were disqualified due to education or residence require-

ments. The retaining 122 were scheduled.for testing. Of this number, 6

withdrew before t.sting, 15 failed to appear for testing, and 13 withdrew

at testing. Eighty-eight completed the testing phase of the selection
procedure and thereby became bona fide candidates (see Table 2 for dis-
position of representative applicants -by centers).

f--- The goal of the selection procedure was to appoint 3 assistant and
4 representative trainees for each of 4 experimental centers. In planning
both phases, it was decided that a desirable selection would require 10
candidates per position. Accordingly, we attotnted to recruit 30 assistant
and 20 representative candidates for each center. In both cateviries, we
exceeded our goal in three of the centers and fell short in the fourth.
While the area served by the Three Rivers Mental Health Center provided us
with the largest' umber of representative candidates, it provided the
smallest number of assistant candidates, 14. In our opinion, the high
social-economic level of the area serve13 by this center played a major role
in the outcome. Most assistant candidates were women who either worked to
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TABLE. 1: DISPOSITION OF ASSISTANT APPLICANTS*

Disposition

Each Center
All

CentersWaverly
West
Central

Three
Rivers

North
Central

Number.of applicants 64 81 24 67 236

Number filed too late 9 10 3 12 34

Numbet disqualified 3 6 2 2 13

Number scheduled for testing. 52 65 19 53 189

.,

Number withdtew before testing 3 3 0 1 7

NUMber failed to Show-fot testing 14 12 2 9 37

Number withdrew at testing 4 8 3 1 16

Number of Cafididates 31 42 14 42 129 .

*
All Individuals who submitted a formal application

TABLE 2: DISPOSITION OF REPRESENTATIVE APPLICANTS*

Disposition

Each Center
All

Centet6Waverly

West

Central

Three
Rivers

North
Central

NuMber of appliCants 36 36 51 23 151
**

Number filed too late 5 4 5 4 18
**

Number disqualified 2 3 0 1 11

Number scheduled for testing 29 29 46 18 122

Number withdrew before testing 2 0 4 0 6

Number failed to show for testing 3 3 5 4 15

Number withdrew at testing 3 2 7 1 13

Number of candidates 21 24 30 13 88

*All individuals who submitted a formal application
*`Includes 5 applicants who did, not reside in any of the areas served by

the centers and were therefore disqualified



support a family or wanted to work to maintain or increase their standard
of living. A smaller proportion of such individuals are likely to be
found in a high social-economic area. We obtained the smallest number
of representative candidates from the area served by the North Central

Mental Health Center. This was not surprising when you consider that

._representative candidates were to be four-year college graduates and the
North Central area had no institutions of higher education offering
bachelor degrees while the other three areas had six such institutions.

Vital statistics 'concerning assistant and representative candi-
dates are presented in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. As anticipated,

-most assistant candidates Were women (90%). For the representatives, a
more equal balance of 56% women -and 44% men-applied.the'representative
candidates were generally younger than-the assistant candidates. Half
of therepreeentatiVed were under 25 years of age, whereas less than -one-

third of -the assistants- were in this age category. As would be expected,

a larger.perceniage_of -the- assistants married and-had children than

in -the case- of -the-representatiVes. _Although-the minimum educational

tecidirement fot the assistants was-high school or the equivalent, -31%

Of-the candidates had- completed some college = courses. There Oete,28
different college majors ligted on the representative applications.
Tifty-ohe of the repreSentative candidates or 58% had a major in one of

-the social sciences. The next hiphest number of candidates majored'in
-the humanities (18).

In order to determine effectiveness of the various recruitment
methods, each applicant was requested to indicate how he or she first

learned of the program. Responses of the assistants were analyzed

separately from those of the representatives. First, all responses were

used and then only those of the applicants who eventually became candi-
dates. In the final analysis, the results were basically the same.
What was true for the candidates was generally true for all the appli-

cants. Since the candidates were more representative of the intended
target populations, their responses are being utilized for this report.
After studying the responses and talking with the candidates and members
of the selection committees, a number of observations were made.

As can be seen in Tables 5 and 6, the classified advertisement
in the "Help Wanted" section of the newspaper produced the largest per-
centage of the candidates for both types of poSitions, 45.8% of the
assistants'and 63.7% of the representatives. This is not surprising
considering the fact that most individuals seeking employment read the
classified ads. Nevertheless, 20.9% of the representative candidates,
most of whom were recent college graduates in active search for employ-
ment, indidated that they first learned-of the program through the
newspaper article. The newspaper article was very valuable in the
recruitment of assistants where 35.2% indicated they first learned of
the program through this method. We believe .this high percentage was
due to the fact that many assistant candidates were housewives who were
considering returning to work but had not reached the point of reading
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TABLE 3: VITAL STATISTICS CONCERNING ASSISTANT CANDIDATES*

Personal
Characteristics

Each -Center
All

Centers
Waverly

West
Central

Three

Rivers'

North

Central

Number of Candidates 31 42 14 42 129

Sex:

-Male 4 4 0 5 13

Female 27 38 14 37 116

Age:

21-24 14 13 3 11 41
-2534 ...... .... ...... 9 14 2 15 40
35=44 5 9. 4 8 -26

-45-54 3 '6 3 6 .181,

55-up4 .4 0 2 2

Marital Status:

Married 19 24 7 33 83

Widowed 0 1 3

Divorced 5 10 5 4 24

Single 7 1 19

Number of Children:

None 12 7 3 14 36
One 6 9 4 27
Iwo 7 8 1 2 20
'three 2 11 3 4 18
Four or more 4 7 3 14 28

Education:

G.E.D 6 3 9 18
High School Graduate 1.3 21 24 71
Lass than one year college 0 4 3 13

One year college 5 5 1 3 14
Two years college 2 5 1 2 10

Three years college 0 0 2 1 3

*All applicants who completed the testing phase
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TABLE 4: VITAL STATISTICS CONCERNING REPRESENTATIVE CANDIDATES*

Personal

Characteristics

Each Center

All

CentersWaverly
West IThree
Central Rivers

North

Number of dandidates 21 24 13 8830

Sex:

Male 6 11 13 39
Female 15 13 17 4 49

Age:

. 21-24 15 9 15 6 45
25-36 6 9 9 6 30
35-44 0 2 3 0 5
45-54 0 4 1 1. 6
-55-up 0 0 2 0 '2

Marital Status:

Married 9 8 17 9 43
Widowed 0+ 1 -0 0 1

Divorced 3 3 5 0 11
Single 9 12 8 4 33

Number of Children:

None 18 19 20 10 67
One 3 2 4 10
Two 0 2 3 6
Three 0 1 1 0 2
Four or more 0 0 2 3

College Major:

Commerce 0 3 2 O. 5
Education 1 3 3 1 8
Humanities 5 1 6 6 18
Natural Sciences 0 2 3 1 6
Social Sciences 15 15 16 5 51

*All applicants who completed the testing phase
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TABLE 5: HOW ASSISTANT CANDIDATES FIRST LEARNED OF PROGRAM

Recruitment Methods

Each Center All
Centers

Waverly
West
Central

Three
Rivers

North
Central

Newspaper Article 31.4% 22.7% 40.0% 47.9% 35.2%

Radio Announcement .0 2.3% 0 4.2 %. 2.1%

Classified Advertisement 42.9% 56.8% 53.3% 35.4% 45.8%

Member of Mental Health Board 8.6%. 4.5% 0 0 3.5%

Member of Mental Health Staff 8.6% 2.3% 6.7% 4.2% 4.9%

Other Agency, Association, Etc. 8.6% 11.4% 0 3:3% 8.5%

*Column totals may not equal 100% due to rounding

TABLE 6: HOW REPRESENTATIVE CANDIDATES FIRST LEARNED OF PROGRAM

Recruitment MethodS.
Each. Center All

Centers
Waverly

West
Central

Three
Rivers

North
Central.

Newspaper Article 15.0% 25.0% 13.3% 35.3% 20.9%

Radio Announcement 0 0 0 0 0

Classified Advertisement 75.6% 58.3% 111.37 23.5% 63.7%

Member of Mental Health Board 0 0 6 5.9% 1.1%

Member of Mental Health Staff 5.0% 8.3% 0 17.7% 6.6%

Other Agency, Association, Etc. 5.0% 8.3% 3.3% 17.7% 7.7%

*Column totals may not equal 100% due to rounding
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classified-ads. Another interesting point is that in one center the
newspaper articles actually drml more assistant (as well as representa-
tive) candidates than the classified ads. Of the candidates for the
North Central Center, 47.9% of the assistants responded to the article
as compared to 35.42 who replied to the classified ad and 35.3% of the
representatives mentioned the article as compared to 23.5% who indicated
the classified ad attracted their interest. This was due in part to the

fact that newspapers serving the North Central Center area are local
papers in which more emphasis is placed on community events whereas the
other three center areas are served mainly by a large metropolitan paper
which divides its coverage among community, state, national, and inter-
national events.

Although the .classified ads and newspaper articles combined -did
attract approximately 81Z- of the assistant_ candidates and 84% of the
repretentatiVe candidates, the other four recrditment methods Were-of

significant value-to the overall project. tven.though the radioreleases-
-provided:no repretentative-dandidatet and only 2.17: of the -assistant
_candidates, the announcements did-help to inform -the-community as to

types of services which these new workers were to. be providinttothe

public. The same was true of the newspaper articles. This "community

awareness will assist the new workers in becoming accepted by those they

serve. The Uge of the centers' board members and staffs and the staffs

of other community agencies provided 16.9% of the assistant candidates
and 15.4% of the representative candidates. Use of these individuals in

-the recruiting effort definitely will be instrumental in assisting the
new workers to become accepted and recognized by their co-workers, pro-
_gra decision makers, andrworkers of other-community agencies. The -

importance of early involvement of such people in a project of this .

nature has been emphasized repeatedly in the literature.

Selection Procedure.:

Staff and advisors of the Community Mental Health Workers Project
decided that highly selective procedures should be used in choosing

trainees for this program. Individuals selected for all three classifi-

cations had to be mature, free of any-gross psychopathology, and able to
handle stressful situations in an appropriate manner. They had to know

their community, see themselves as members of it, and be flexible enough

to work with broadbased social-economic, ethnic, cultural, amd interdisci-

plinary groups. A valid interest in working in the field of mental health

and the intellectual abilities necessary to successfully complete the

training program was essential. The technicians had to have a specific

interest in working directly with clients in a therapeutic, role and had

to possess the basic therapeutic qualities of accurate empathy, non-

possessive warmth, and genuineness". The assistants had to have a speci-

fic interest in helping clients obtain services and had to possess the

qualities of initiative, persuasiveness, assertiveness, and perseverance.

-43



The representatives had to have a specific interest in working with
community leaders and agency representatives in developing and maintain-

ing a mental health service system. The representatives had to have the

ability to lead others in a diplomatic manner.

--A search of available literature yielded little information on
selection procedures used by various educational institutions and mental
health agencies recently engaged in training new types of middle-level

mental health workers. Of all reviewed projects, Selection procedures
of the now famous Rioch Study (1960) as reported in Public Health Services
Publication N_ o.1254 by the United States Departient of Health, Education,
-andlWelfare,-appears to have been the most highly selective and success-

ful in choosing individuals for training. Rickh's work was used as a
model in developing selection procedures for -our three new types of work-

Since selection-of technicians was discussed in-the preViousreport
of this series, the folloWing-will-fochs only on assistants-and repre-

sentatives.

The - selection procedure for both classificationSaf workers
actually began when the completed application -was received-by the-Man-

power Commission. in addition to the required general informationi
each applicant was to submit an autobiographical sketch. In order to ,

assist in preparing the sketch, the following instructions had been
provided:

In 250 words or less, write a personality sketch of yourself,
a brief autobiographical note that will be adequate as a
description of you as a hulah person. It may center upon your

unique and individual pattern of basic attitudes, aspirations

and axieties, your primary resets and limitations,, your view
of the world and of yourself as a member of a family, local and

national community. In short...it should be written to give

the essential picture of youCto someone who knows nothing about

you. Do not write a sketch that is longer thah 250 words.

After evaluating applications received and eliminating those
Obviously not eligible for the program, 189 assistant and 122 representa-
tive applicants were scheduled for testing. Assistant applicants were

tested in four groups, one for each of the employing centers. Repre-

sentative applicants for the North Central Center were tested along with
assistant candidates for that center. Representative applicants for the

remaining three centers were tested as a group.

Each group testing session required approximately eight hours.
They began'at'810 a.m. and, as anticipated, the last candidate finished
his or her testing at about 4:45 p.m. One hour was taken for lunch and

participants took breaks individually between tests finished at irregular

intervals throughout the day. The project director presided at each test-

ing session, and he was assisted by the project research associate - a
clinical psychologist. Also present during initial phases of the testing,

was the selectioncommittee of the respective centers.
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Group testing began with an introduction to the history, objec-

tives, and modus operandi of the project. An overview of the training

program(s) and requirements of the project were presented, and an
agenda for the day's activities and testing procedures were outlined.
At this point, applicants were given an- opportunity to ask questions on

any aspect of the program. Applicants engaged in considerable discus-

sion in each group. All applicants were informed that they would be

required to sign a "Statement of Consent" indicating that the project,
its method of operation, procedures, objectives, and reason for the

research had been explained fully to them. Non-abdication of rights and

confidentiality also were assured in the document. Each group was

informed that if anyone was no longer interested in the project he or
she should withdraw at this time. A total of 16 assistant and 13 repre-

sentative applicants withdrew.

Following the overview, each candidate was assigned an identifi-
cation number and instructed to use the number in place of their name

on all tests. .Candidates were paired by identification numbers for the

purpose of interviewing and introducing each other. tpto this point,

no introductions had been made except to introduce the project staff and

selection committee. The following instructions were then read aloud:

Please locate your partner and distribute yourselves in pairs as

sparsley as possible in this room. (Pause for. pairing). INow,

when you hear the word "begin," one partner is, to begin interview-

ing the other with a view to learning all,he-can-in five (5)

minutes about his partner so-that he can introduce him to ,the

group in such a way that everyone else will know his partner well.

At the end of five minutes you will hear the words "switch now."

At that time the-interviewing will reverse immediately and the
interviewee will become the' interviewer and the interviewer will

. become the interviewee. You will continue until you hear, the

word "stop." Each one of you will be asked later to stand and
introduce your partner to the group in a three (3) minute speech

After the interviewing was compigted, each Candidate was asked - by

randomly selecting identification numbers to introduce his partner

At the end of each individual introduction, the candidate was rated

by the center's selection committee and the project director. A seven-

point scale, ranging from muc' below average to much above average, was

used to ascertain, on the basis of the raters' composite judgment, the

degree to which the candidate met desirable qualities in ten general

areas. The areas were: 1) personal appearance; 2) sociability; 3) matu-

rity; 4) tact; 5) poise; 6) eye contact; 7) appropriate affect; 8) self-

expression; 9) language usage; and 10) positive impression upon the rater.

The raters were always in the view of the candidate, and the

candidates knew they were being rated. They were not told the ten points

on which they were being rated. The scales were scored later and the

mean score of the four rating sheets became the candidates' paired
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introduction score. Upon completion of this activity, the center's selec-

tion committee was free to leave and the project staff completed the
testing activities.

Assistant candidates were administered the Wonderlic Personnel
Test Form V to assess their general intellectual abilities. Since
representative candidates generally had completed four years of college,

they were not given the Wonderlic. Representative candidates were

administered the Leadership Ability Evaluation (1..A.E,),. The L.A.E. is
an instrument developed by Russell N. -Cassel, Ed.D. and Edward J. Stancik,

M.A. and published by Western Psychological Services. .The L.A.E. attempts
to assess the decision making pattern or social climate created by a per-
son when he functions as a leader in influencing other persons or groups.

Both assistant and representative candidates were administered

the following instruments:

The.CommunityAdaptation Schedule. Form 5A (C.A.S.). The C.A.S.

- is an InstrilMent developed by R. Aber' Sheldon, Ph.D. and Alan J. Burnes,

Ed.D. published by Behavioral Publications, Inc. The schedule attempts

to measure a persoes perception of his community, his effects toward it,
and his behavior in it. Response to the 217 items are in relation to a
six-point scale; each point defined by a word or phraSe relevant to the

question asked. The subject chooses the number above the answer that
best fits him;-thehigher the number, the better the adaption. The
schedule was Vsed again as a re-test measure for change in attitude near
the end of training..

.The Kuder Preference Record Vocational, Form CH. The Kuder was

administered for assistance in evaluatihg the varying degrees of interest
manifested by the candidate in vocational categories considered to be
conducive to comfortable adjustment in the field of mental health ser-

vices. We were interested primarily in scores earned in the areas of
"Social Service" and "Persuasive."

The Minnesota Multiphase Personality Inventory and the Sentence

Completion Test. These were administered primarily for the purpose of

detecting any possible gross psychopathology and assessment of ego

strength. Therefore, unless extreme pathological tendencies were mani-
fested in these protocols, the test results were taken at face value as
supporting evidence of ability to function psychologically within the

range of average deviation. Any obvious pathological manifestations

were checked out through interviews and reference sources.

The Adorno "F" Scale. In order to better assess flexibility vs.
rigidity quality in the candidate's personality and to evaluate his
potential for working with broad-based socio - economic,, ethnic, cultural,

and interdisciplinary groups, we administered the Adorno "F" Scale.

This scale was developed by Dr. T.W. Adorno and his associates (1950) in

their studies of "Authoritarian Personality." Thirty items responded to



on a seven-point rating scale are assumed to measure such qualities as

rigidity and conventionalism; authoritarianism, both submissive and
aggressive; degree of tender mindedness; superstition and stereotypy;

. attitudes about emotional impulses and-fb exaggerate concern with sexual
matters. Again, no cut -off point was adopted, and the scale was used

more to alert the evaluators_to the possible presence of extreme atti-

tudes which would be checked if the protocol otherwise indicated a strong

potential trainee.

In the last phase of the group meeting, each candidate was asked

.
to complete a "probem situation" assignment by formulating and writing

out a brief solution for a specific problem. The problem was presented

as follows:

Suppose you Should find yourself stangely but strongly hostile
(angry) toward another person over a period of time. You cannot

underStand why. In consideration of prevailing circumstances you
feel just as strongly that you cannot manifest any outward
expression of these feelings for feak of severe social disapproval.

Responses were rated on a seven -point scale with values ranging, from

zero to six. The highei the rating the more desirable the response.

Variables on the rating scale were: 0) no response; 1) complete denial;

2) recognition as a problem with no insight; 3).recognition as a prob-

lem with some insight; 4) avoidance as method of handling; 5) sublima-

tion as method of handling; and 6) willingness to seek pkofessiOnal help

if no solution was reached. We were looking for persons who could per-

ceive meaning beyond words:and whose defensiveness would not hamper

participation in the team approach to. problem solving.

Upon completion of testing, selection instruments were scored

and/or evaluated and placed in each candidate's individual folder.. The

folders, which also included the candidate's application, were delivered

to the appropriate center selection committee. Based on information

contained in the folders, each committee identified the ten candidates

they considered to be the most potential assistant trainees and the ten

most potential representative trainees. Each selection committee then

submitted the names of these individuals to the project director so that

a personal interview could be scheduled for each of the selected candidates.

Before the. individuals were notified to report for interviews,
the project staff reviewed folders of all candidates to determine if the

'staff differed with the committees' selections. The staff used a com-

parison matrix in reviewing each folder. The matrix compared those

candidates chosen by the center's committee with those the staff thought

might warrant further consideration. Fifteen variables believed to be

crucial to objectives of the project comprised the matrix. Fourteen

variables were common .to the assistants-and representatives: age, marital

status, number and ages of children, amount and area of education, length

of residence in area to be served, employment record, amount and type of

J
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community involvement, community adaptation, paired introduction ranking,
'111PI profile, sentence completion profile, vocational profile, rigidity
profile, and application profile. The assistants' matrix included.I.Q.
and the representatives' matrix included leadership ability. In plOtting

the matrix, one of three values was assigned to each variable: plus (+),

zero (o), or minus (-). If a candidate were judged to be especially
qualified on a particular variable, he was rated plus in that area.
If he were judged to he less than average, he was rated minus. Average

evaluation was assigned a value of zero. After completion of the ratings,
all values of each candidate were totaled to arrive at a sum. Each

matrix generally substantiated judgments of the selection committee.
Differences were minor and further discussion with the selection committees

resulted in only one modification. In one particular case, the selection

committee agreed to interview one additional candidate.

The last phase of selection consisted of perSonal interviews with

the final candidates. Interviews were conducted by the appropriate
center-'s-selection committee,:the project director,_ and the project staff

MeMbet Fhb would be coordinating training and placement for the particular

type Of worker: Ih each interview, an attempt was made to deterMine to
what extent the candidate posSesSed qualities considered necessary to
function in the designed elaiSification. For assistant candidates, spe-

cific attention was directed to such basic qualities as initiative, per -
suasiveness, assertiveness, and perseverence. For representative candi-

dates, specific attention was directed to such basic qualities as self

confidence, sociability, -tact, poiSe, and self-expression.

After all candidates were interviewed, the total accumulated
informationwas considered by the selection committee. Candidates were

listed in order-of choice with top ranked individuals being invited to
become trainees.

Selection Results

In the original study proposal, we projected the appointment of
two representative and three assistant trainees for each of the four

experimental centers. After completion of training, we planned to place

the representatives and two of each set of three assistants in their
respective centers for the project's employment plipse. The third assis-
tant trainee for each center was an alternate who wool!) be used in the
employment phase only if one of the first two did not complete the train-

ing program. The alternate was informed at appointment that if at com-
pletion of training she was still an alternate we would make every effort
to place her somewhere in the mental health field.

As a result of the selection procedures, eight representative
trainees and eleven of the planned twelve assistant trainees were

appointed. tie were unable to appoint an assistant alternate for the
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Worth Central Center in time for the beginning of training. Although we

hada number of qualified candidates; all were employed at the time and
did not trant to take the chance of being unemployed at the completion of

the training program. Since we could not guarantee positions for alter-
nates, we respected their judgment and did not encourage them to accept
an appointment to the project. After training, one alternate replaced

an original assistant whoffailed to complete the training program, a
second alternate was appointed to a position with a center's drug pro-
gram, and the remaining alternate, who had two small' children, decided

not to seek employment at that time.

Of the eight representatives, five are men and three are women.

At time of application two were in their early 20's, four in their late
20's, one in his early 30's, and one in her early 401s. Five were

married (now six), one divorced, and two were single. Of the three

women, one had no children, one had two pre-schoolers, and the third had

four teenagers. All representatives were employed or had been recently

employed when they made application. Three were teachers and one - who

had been a teacher - was operating a farm when appointed. Other repre-

sentafivesere employed as an inventory comptroller, a VISTA program
direacir, a special mad maker, and a business manager for a state park.
College majors included two in Psychelogy, two in Sociology, and one each
in English literature, English, French, and Political Science.

All eleven assistants are women. At time of application the

ages ranged from 23 through 48'with a mean average of 35. Eight were

married, two were divorced, and One was widowed. One had no children,

two had pre-schoolers, one had three young school aged children, and

seven had teenagers. Ten had high school diplomas and one a G.E.D. In

addition, one had completed 70 hours of college, one 43 hours, and one

13 hours. Seven were housewives at the time they applied; however, all

seven previously had been employed. Of the fOur employed at the time of

application, one was a Practical nurse, one a cook at a community house,

one a cashier, and the fourth was a substitute teacher and bus driver for

a mental retardation program.

The technicians, representatives, and assistants entered the

work phase on June 1, 1972, June 26, 1972, and July 1, 1972, respec-

tively. To date have lost only one worker, a technician. Without a

doubt, the new workers have, undertaken the challenging task of develop-
ing new and untested roles within organizations which are themselves

relatively new and continuously attempting to improve their methods of

delivering services to .the communities they serve. The workers have had

moments of great satisfaction as as dissatisfaction. As a result

of this and in spite of it, the workers have retained and increased the
drive and interest they brought to tRe program. Their performance has

been continuously praised by their supervisors. At this point in the

project, it appears that in almost all cases the selection procedures

succeeded in choosing workers capable of being trained and able, to

function as middIerIevedl wOrlsOrs in community mental health programs.
.; s -.t


